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Abstract 
	  
This study was performed to estimate the potential of human enteric viruses especially enteric 
adenovirus (AdVF) and rotavirus (RV) in the reclaimed water treated by soil aquifer 
treatment (SAT) with short retention time. The operation of SAT under a short retention time 
(up to 2 months) is more practical in the limited space area, but challenging. Interestingly, 
previous study showed that chemical pollutants, dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and fecal 
coliform were effectively removed even in short retention time of SAT. However, no 
information of human enteric virus reduction in SAT under a short retention time has been 
reported. Then, the board objective of this study is to quantify the viral risk of reclaimed 
water treated by SAT with short retention time. 
 
The first specific objective was to study the effects of temperature, virus type and soil type on 
virus inactivation and adsorption by soil in batch experiments. Batch experiments of virus 
adsorption and inactivation were tested with treated sewage and sand or weathered granite 
soil and control sample (only treated sewage). Results showed that AdVF adsorption was 
higher than RV in both soil types (sand and weathered granite soil). It is due to the isoelectric 
point of virus that brings about higher adsorption of AdVF. Nevertheless, present study reveal 
that overall virus removal under the different temperature ranged between 4 and 37 ˚C was 
similar (p=0.05), indicating temperature effect on virus removal was less significant in this 
study. For virus inactivation experiments, AdVF and RV followed the first order decay rate. 
The inactivation rate of RV in sand was fairly higher and ranges between 0.075 and 0.114 
day-1. Interestingly, results indicate that RV was more inactivated than AdVF under almost 
conditions either in sand, weathered granite soil or treated sewage. In addition, another 
observation showed that inactivation of both viruses in samples with soil seemed to be lower 
than the water sample that without soil (control sample) this might reveal that sand and 
weathered granite soil could protect AdVF and RV from inactivation process.  

The second specific objective was to investigate the removal and inactivation of AdVF and 
RV during SAT with short retention time. A pilot plant column of SAT has been set up closed 
to A2O wastewater treatment plant. SAT was operated at constant rate of around 46 mL/min 
corresponding to 28-day of hydraulic retention time (HRT). This SAT column was directly 
and continuously fed with treated A2O water. The influent and effluent of SAT were taken 
twice a month for over 2 years. The concentrations of AdVF and RV in samples were 
detected by q-(RT)-PCR and ICC-(RT)-PCR. Results showed that few infectious AdVF and 
RV were detected in SAT effluent samples. In terms of virus reduction based on genomic 
detection, the removal of AdVF and RV of this pilot-scale SAT are in the range of 0.09 to 
2.24 log10 (mean 0.72-log10) and 0.00 to 1.45 log10 (mean 0.15-log10), respectively. However, 
the overall removal are slightly increase when integrate the removal from inactivation. For 
example, the overall reduction of AdVF is approximately 1.28-2.03 log10 and of RV is 
approximately 0.43-0.96 log10. The key findind, including virus concentration and inactivation 
coefficient, are integrated into one- and two- dimensional virus transport model as input 
parameters in later objective in order to simulate the virus transport in SAT at the target area. 

 



The third specific objective was to simulate the virus reduction profile of SAT located at 
Katsura River Basin, Kyoto, Japan by using the numerical virus transport model. The 2-D 
virus transport model was used as a predictive tool for simulating the virus reduction in SAT 
from treated municipal wastewater through SAT at Katsura River Basin. The conditions 
(injection flow rate, distance between pumping and abstraction) of SAT were varied into 9 
cases for virus reduction simulation. The model required the specific input data (specific 
condition of virus, water and soil type and groundwater velocities) to make an accurate 
prediction of the virus reduction in SAT. The virus inactivation coefficient was obtained from 
batch experiment, whereas the virus irreversible removal coefficient is estimated by one-
dimensional transport model, which calibrated from the data of the column experiment.  
Subsequently, these parameters, including, simulated groundwater velocity in the target area, 
virus concentration, virus inactivation and removal coefficients were incorporated to perform 
predictive simulation by 2-D model. Results showed that the best simulation case in terms of 
the highest virus reduction was in the case of 200 m with 500-m3/day injection flow rate 
corresponding to approximately 6 months of HRT. From this case, the model provided a 
highest virus reduction at the withdrawal point (7.12 log10 and 7.23 log10 of AdVF and RV, 
respectively). However, in terms of application the long HRT may be not practical for Japan. 
Thus the case of 50 m and 500-m3/day injection flow rate seem to be more appropriate, good 
virus reduction (1.52 log10 and 1.54 log10 of AdVF and RV, respectively), having short HRT 
(25 days), and providing acceptable water recovery. 

The forth specific objective was to perform the virological risk assessment in the reclaimed 
water by applying QMRA approach. This consists of viral risk assessment of reclaimed water 
by QMRA obtained the data from virus transport model, yearly infection risk of viruses in the 
reclaimed water, uncertainty analysis according to the unit of dose harmonization and the 
additional water treatment requirements for human safety. The results of AdVF and RV 
yearly infection risks in reclaimed water treated by SAT when implemented in the Katsura 
River Basin seem to be over the acceptable risk in all selected cases. Therefore, to achieve the 
acceptable risk level of drinking water, an additional water treatment must be integrated. For 
example, typically, advance oxidation processes are carried out for the reclaimed water. 
Nevertheless, UV treatment and chlorination may be more interesting because of lower 
energy consumption and simple processes.  

This study introduced that the numerical transport model and viral risk assessment are very 
useful tools to provide significant information for a decision maker of SAT project. Even 
though this study suggests that Reclaimed water from Soil Aquifer Treatment system with 
short HRT could not completely meet the acceptable level of 10-4 infection/person/year in 
QMRA, SAT is still be a good alternative technology for water reclamation. From this 
perspective, the development and improvement of SAT is obviously required. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Clean water supply is a fundamental element for every our day life. However, water 

deterioration and depletion have become increasingly severe in a global scale as a 

result of an accelerated population growth, rapid urbanization, and climate change. 

Therefore, water reclamation and reuse have become important to solve the problems 

of water stress and water shortage in many areas, especially in urban areas. Water 

reclamation has been introduced as an important multidisciplinary component in 

water resource development and management. There are several successful reclaimed 

water cases in California, USA and NEWater, Singapore from treated municipal 

wastewater to indirect potable purposes (Rodriguez et al., 2009). However, these 

processes typically consume high energy and, in many cases, produce excess 

treatment) (Lazarova et al., 2013).  

This introduces a practical water reuse concept of the combination of Wastewater 

Treatment Plant (WWTP)- Soil-Aquifer Treatment (SAT)- Drinking Water Treatment 

Plant (DWTP) as shown in Figure 1.1. WWTP and DWTP are well-known for water 

purification depending on the source of water treatment and water standards. SAT is 

the natural system-related technology. It is considered as an attractive technology to 

enhance the reclaimed water quality because of not only its cost-effectiveness, but 

also its reliability for water purification. That is, sorption and biodegradation process 

in SAT can remove a large number of contaminants including chemicals and 

pathogenic microorganisms in water environment.  
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual diagram of WWTP-SAT-WTP for water reclamation 

 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the key concept of the water reclamation system by the 

combination of WWTP-SAT-WTP. Based on the definition of acceptable water 

qualities, reclaimed water concerns contaminants such as enteric pathogens and 

micro-pollutants in the treated water, especially in municipal treated wastewater. 

Although SAT plays a significant role in purifying water and reduces the variation of 

water quality and quantity, the advanced risk assessment (quantitative microbial risk 

assessment (QMRA)) is also necessary to examine the safety of the reclaimed water 

process for human consumption.  

 

As previously mentioned, SAT has been used to purify treated wastewater to provide 

potable water worldwide (Amy et al., 2007). Adequate travel times and distance are 

considered to be the crucial factors to ensure production of safe drinking water 

(Schijven & Hassanizadeh, 2000). Typically, a long retention time (≥6 months) is 

recommended to ensure efficient removal of treatment, which requires a large area. 

Therefore, it may not be practical for a limited space (i.e. in Japan). The operation of 

SAT with a short retention time has a potential as a treatment step, but is challenging 

in the control of chemicals and pathogens removal. For SAT with short retention time 

(≤2 months (Fox, 2001)), chemical pollutants such as Pharmaceuticals and Personal 

Care Products (PPCPs), Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) were effectively removed 
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(Echigo et al., 2015 and Takabe et al., 2014). Moreover, bacteria such as fecal 

coliform also were effectively inactivated (Yasukawa et al., 2014). However, there is 

a lack of information on human enteric virus reduction in SAT. 

1.2 Research goals and objectives 
This study aims to quantify the potential risk of human enteric virus in reclaimed 

water through the SAT system with short retention time approximately 1 month. 

Target pathogens are enteric adenovirus and rotavirus. They were chosen because 

among human enteric viruses, rotavirus (RV) and adenovirus F (AdVF) are the 

leading agents of gastroenteritis in children (Cruz et al., 1990). Also, AdVF is 

abundant in the sewage and secondary treated sewage, turning it into a potential 

health risk in the water reuse system (Haramoto et al., 2007).  
The experiments were set up in batch and pilot scales, in order to collect all the data 

for achieving the viral risk assessment, including the concentration of virus 

occurrence in treated effluent from wastewater treatment plant combined with pilot-

scale SAT, the virus inactivation rate coefficient quantified during the batch 

experiment and the virus removal rate coefficient obtained from the pilot-scale SAT 

will be applied to estimate the virus reduction in the implemented area. Then, the 

virus profile in the effluent is simulated by a numerical transport model. 

Subsequently, quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA) is performed to 

estimate the viral risk in the treated water via the SAT.  

 

 The specific objectives of this study are: 

1. To study the effects of temperature, virus type and soil type on virus 

inactivation and adsorption by soil in batch experiments. 

2. To investigate the removal and inactivation of AdVF and RV during SAT with 

short retention time. 

3. To predict the virus reduction profile in a hypothetical SAT in Katsura River 

Basin, Kyoto, Japan by using the numerical virus transport model. 

4. To perform the virological risk assessment of the reclaimed water by QMRA 

approach. 
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1.3 Framework of the study 
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the viral risk in the reclaimed water as 

mentioned previously. Thus, the removal and inactivation of human enteric viruses 

(AdVF and RV) in the pilot plant of SAT system were estimated, at Toba wastewater 

treatment plant in Kyoto City, over one-year period. The pilot plant SAT, aimed at 

evaluating its treatment capability with short retention time, (approximately one 

month) is connected subsequently to treated A2O system. The pathogens and 

biogeochemical parameters such as temperature and soil type are analyzed. While the 

correlation among virus removal, temperature and soil types are examined under 

batch experiments. Then all parameters are incorporated into a virus transport model 

in order to simulate the virus concentration profile at the extraction point. 

Subsequently, this information is applied to the risk assessment, based on the QMRA 

framework. Finally, the virological risks associated with the water reclamation treated 

by SAT are discussed. The overall steps such as virus concentration, detection 

techniques, virus transport model and viral risk assessment model are shown in Figure 

1.2.  

This dissertation contains the following chapters: the current chapter describes the 

background information and addresses the research conducted, including the 

objectives of the study and study framework. The relevant literature reviews is 

described in Chapter 2 were explained regarding the current of water reclamation 

around the world, Soil Aquifer Treatment (SAT), Removal of pathogens in SAT, 

virological risk control in reclaimed water by SAT and required data for the 

virological risk assessment in this study. In Chapter 3, the virus adsorption and 

inactivation in batch experiments are conducted in order to explore the adsorption and 

inactivation kinetics coefficient based on isotherms and model. In Chapter 4, the virus 

concentration in the SAT influent and effluent samples are measured including 

genome based concentration and infectious concentration. Then, the virus removal 

and inactivation are estimated. Chapter 5 studies the virus transport model and their 

concentration profile in the Katsura River basin. All input parameters from the 

previous chapters are put into the model and the estimation of virus concentration 

output is conducted by Python and Mathematica. In Chapter 6, the characterization of 

the parameters is investigated to fulfill the numerical modeling of adenovirus and 
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rotavirus removal during the SAT. Subsequently, the human health risk related to 

rotavirus and adenovirus in the drinking water process is evaluated. Finally, Chapter 7 

summaries the major findings of this study. 

Figure 1.2: the overall framework of this study 

	  

Specific objectives 
1) To study the effects of temperature, virus type and soil type 
on virus inactivation and adsorption by soil in batch 
experiments.
2) To investigate the removal and inactivation of AdVF and 
RV during SAT with short retention time.
3) To predict the virus reduction profile in a hypothetical SAT 
in Katsura River Basin, Kyoto, Japan by using the numerical 
virus transport model.
4) To perform the virological risk assessment of the reclaimed 
water by QMRA approach."
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time 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 The purpose of this chapter 
This chapter introduces the current state of water reclamation as an essential element 

of sustainable water use.  Among water reclamation technologies, Soil Aquifer 

Treatment (SAT) system has been considered as an alternative and are been used 

worldwide. However, waterborne pathogen, especially viruses, are a major concern of 

water reclamation technology. Therefore, the overview of virus transport through 

SAT and the primary factors influencing virus transport will be described in this 

chapter.  After that an overview of the numerical modeling of virus transport in the 

SAT will be reviewed. This numerical modeling is an essential tool for conducting the 

quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA). Moreover, the overview of QMRA 

for the reclaimed water treated by the SAT in this study is described. 

2.2 Current issue of water reclamation in the world 

2.2.1 Issues of water reuse 
Water shortage has become a serious problem in global scale, caused by fast 

population growth and freshwater deterioration in many areas. Over 50 per cent of 

European countries are facing with water stress issues. In 2025, the world population 

may reach to around 2.4 billion (Zeman et al., 2006), and this will cause an extremely 

severe water stress problem in many areas (Zeman et al., 2006). To solve this 

problem, water reclamation and reuse may play an important role in water 

management, which will probably account for 25 to 60% of the water demand in the 

next 100 years (Levine & Asano, 2004). Treated municipal wastewater has been 

considered to be a good alternative water resource for water reuse and reclamation for 

two reasons: firstly, such treated wastewater has to meet the water quality standard 

before disposal into environment	   according to the regulation and reducing of 

environmental impact: secondly, the amount of treated wastewater is proportional to 

the population, and managed water reuse could fulfill the water demand of such an 

area in a sustainable way. 
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2.2.2 Wastewater reuse and reclamation 
Wastewater reclamation is the treatment of wastewater to improve its quality 

suitability for reuse in various purposes. Reclaimed water may be used either directly 

or indirectly. The direct reuse requires conveyance facilities to redirect the treated 

wastewater back to use. Whereas indirect reuse is usually employed by discharging a 

treated effluent into receiving water and subsequent withdrawals in downstream. 

Indirect reuse has been used for several decades. However, most of these applications 

have not been planned, which resulted in water streams with no condition control. 

Nevertheless, at the present the implementation of water reclamation is focusing only 

on planned direct and indirect water reuse. For example, the reclaimed water may be 

blended or diluted with raw water prior to treatment in the water treatment plant. 

Originally, the existing standards for drinking water have been developed under the 

condition that raw water has high quality. Therefore, only significant parameters are 

monitored and controlled. On the other hand, reclaimed water may contain various 

contaminants, including microorganism and trace compounds, which could affect 

directly human health (Ahuja, 2014). Therefore, water reclamation from sewage and 

treated sewage should be concerned about the risk of contaminants.  

2.2.3 Water reuse system cases 
Water recycling around the world: there are many places around the world that 

recycled water is added to their drinking water supplies. The key difference between 

the methods is where they put the recycled water. Advanced water treatment 

technologies have been incorporated into the water reclamation system, such as 

ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO). The water recycle 

cases around the world are shown in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: The water recycle cases around the world modified from Po et al., (2003); 
Jimenez & Asano, (2008)  

Recycle water 
project 

Country Treatment  Source 

Western 
Corridor 

Queensland, 
Australia 

micro-filtration, reverse osmosis and 
ultraviolet disinfection with hydrogen 
peroxide disinfection (advanced 
oxidation) 

domestic 
and 
industrial 
wastewater 

Groundwater 
Replenishment 
System 

California, 
The USA 

aquifer treatment, micro-filtration, 
reverse osmosis and ultraviolet 
disinfection with hydrogen peroxide 
disinfection (advanced oxidation) 

domestic 
and 
industrial 
wastewater 

Windhoek Namibia ozonation, activated carbon filtration, 
ultrafiltration and chlorination 

domestic 
and 
industrial 
wastewater 

NEWater  Singapore ultrafiltration and microfiltration, 
reverse osmosis and ultraviolet 
disinfection 

domestic 
and 
industrial 
wastewater 

Hampton 
Water 
treatment 
works-London 

England advanced water treatment using rapid 
gravity filters, ozone treatment and 
sand filters 

water from 
the River 
Thames, 
stormwater 
and 
industrial 
wastewater 

 

2.2.4 the problems of RO and AOP system for water reuse  

Basically, the conventional drinking water system consists of a series of treatment 

units to remove contaminants from water. For instance, the filtration and coagulation 

units may effectively remove the protozoa and some enteric pathogenic bacteria. Then 

conventional processes end up with a disinfection unit, such as chlorination. 

However, for a very small size of virus particles, these treatment processes may not 

completely remove the viruses form water. Advances in water treatment technologies 

have been incorporated into the water reclamation system, such as ultrafiltration (UF), 

nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO). Even though these advanced 

membrane treatment systems can effectively remove not only toxic pollutants but also 

the essential minerals, due to the high initial cost to and the high-energy consumption 

to have them functioning, their implementation is highly constrained.  
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The use of advanced techniques (e.g., RO) tends to result in over treatment. This is 

especially true for developed countries. A typical example is the combination of RO 

and advanced oxidation process (AOP) for water reclamation in the southern 

California (Po et al, 2003). The system is safe and achieves the drinking water 

standard level, but the system requires, high cost and high energy consumption. 

Another example is NEWater project in Singapore where highly purified water 

produced from treated wastewater using advanced membrane technology. The 

NEWater factories combine many stages of treatment involving micro-filtration (MF) 

or ultra-filtration (UF) continued to RO and UV disinfection. (Lazarova et al., 2013).  

The NEWater currently constitutes 30% of Singapore’s total water demand and is for 

direct non-potable use. It is more expensive to produce NEWater than the common 

drinking water treatment plant. In Singapore, the NEWater factories consume 0.72-

0.92 kWh/m3 to produce drinking water from municipal effluent (Bodik & Kubaská, 

2013). However, the cost for treating and transporting potable water is approximately 

0.52 KWh/m3.  

 

The main concept of pathogens control has been changed. That is to increase the 

safety and reliability of reclaimed water quality for potable use, multiple barriers have 

been applied, rather than relying on a single process (Metcalf et al., 2007). The reason 

for this is related to the fact that in an event of the failure of one unit, another unit will 

still be available to provide the adequate quality of water. A few decades ago, most 

efforts were aimed into finding sustainable processes that relied on natural treatments. 

Recently, it has been recognized that a natural treatment system such as soil aquifer 

treatment (SAT) could remove several kinds of pollutants, including pathogens, from 

treated wastewater. Therefore, this technology is more attractive, when compared 

with advanced membrane filtration, due to the fact that it requires less energy and 

avoids overtreatment.  

2.3 Soil aquifer treatment (SAT) 
SAT is a geo-purification technology that relies on natural processes. SAT involves a 

variety of mechanisms that effectively improve water quality when secondary treated 

wastewater percolates through soil layer and subsequent storage and transport in the 

underlying aquifer (Bdour et al., 2009). It can provide satisfactory quality water when 

combined with other suitable wastewater treatment system (Sharma et al., 2008). 
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Several pollutants, including organic compounds, suspended solid (SS), heavy metals, 

bacteria and viruses can be effectively attenuated or transformed by sorption, 

chemical reaction, biotransformation, die-off and predation processes during SAT. A 

previous study revealed that passing treated wastewater through SAT could minimize 

groundwater pollution (Martin & Koerner, 1984).  

SAT has been operated in many areas for indirect potable reuse, followed by tertiary 

filtration. It has been acknowledged that the quality of SAT treated effluent for 

reusing secondary wastewater was probably equal to or even better than that of a 

conventional tertiary wastewater treatment plant (Amy et al., 1993). Moreover, SAT 

can have a major advantage for the underground storage of reclaimed water for future 

use (Asano & Cotruvo, 2004).  Therefore water reclamation using SAT has been 

proposed as an alternative technology for our future. The chemical can be removed by 

adsorption and biodegradation in SAT system. Several studies have shown that total 

organic carbon (TOC) in effluent is significantly reduced by SAT (Quanrud et al., 

2003). Moreover, it also removed DOC more than 90 % especially in the vadose zone 

(Quanrud et al., 2003). Estrogenic compounds such as estriol and 17β-estridiol) are 

mainly removed by 80-90% by adsorption, but some chemicals such as nonionic-

surfactants (APECs) are need more than 6 months for its removal (Drews et al., 2003) 

With respect to pathogenic microorganisms including protozoa, bacteria and virus, 

although past studies revealed that some pathogens could be removed during soil 

passage (Asano & Cotruvo, 2004; Schijven & Hassizadeh, 2000) the mechanism of 

pathogen removal is not clearly known yet. For instance, the enteric viruses such as 

rotavirus are removed in a small amount level by the SAT, whereas MS-2 

(bacteriophage) can be inactivated under unsaturated conditions (Jin & Yates, 2002). 

Moreover,	   pathogens especially viruses are not permanently immobilized on soil 

particles, as they can be remobilized, due to a change of water quality. Previous 

studies revealed that a major factor involved in pathogen removal in soil aquifer 

treatment is the retention time during transport throughout soil layer. Factors 

influencing the microorganisms transport are complicated and site-specific, This is the 

main reason why pathogen removal is different among various soil surfaces, vadose 

zones and saturated aquifers. Generally, the retention time more than 6 month is 
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recommended to ensure the pathogen removal especially virus in the SAT (Metcalf et 

al., 2007).  

The long retention time as mentioned required a large area; however, it may not be 

practical for a limited area such as Japan. The removal of chemicals during SAT was 

studied in several studies. SAT with 1-month retention time showed an effective 

removal of DOC (Takabe et al., 2014). Similarly, the considerable removal of several 

chemicals such as pharmaceutical personal care products (PPCPs) and 1,4-dioxane in 

treated sewage through SAT without ozonation were achieved under a short HRT (7 

days) (Echigo et al., 2015), resulting in safe water for drinking purpose. For the 

microorganisms, most bacteria were effectively removed by SAT with a short 

retention time (Yasukawa et al., 2014). Yasukawa (2014) found that fecal coliform 

could be removed by more than 6-log10 in SAT with an HRT of one month. However, 

there is a lack of information on human enteric virus reduction in SAT, especially 

with a short retention time. Thus, it is very important to study the viral removal and 

its risk of the reclaimed water and to understand the virus removal mechanism 

2.4 Removal of pathogens in SAT 

2.4.1 Pathogens reduction in the SAT system 
Past studies suggest that most pathogen removal occurs near soil surface and it 

decreases in deeper layers, which described as	   a power function (Pang, 2009). 

Previous studies	   in a laboratory scale suggested that the effective column length for 

virus removal is at least one meter and if the column below one meter is exploited, the 

virus removal rate can be unreliable (Pang, 2009). Table 2.2 includes the pathogen 

reduction by SAT in the various studies.  
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Table 2.2 Pathogenic microorganism attenuation in SAT 
 Microorganisms Column condition Log removal  Length 

of 
column 

Log 
removal 
/meter 

Reference 

bacteria Campylobacter 
spp. 

Sand, saturated >6.0 - - Page et al. 
(2010) 

E.coli Sand, saturated 4.1-4.8 0.5 8.2-9.6 Hainan et al. 
(2005) 

Bacteria Sand, saturated 2.0 0.5 4.0 Deflaun et al. 
(1997) 

Bacteria Sand, saturated 4.7 0.02 235 Deflaun et al. 
(1997) 

Fecal coliform Sand, unsaturated 5.1-6.8 
(average=5.6) 

2.4 2.3 Yasukawa 
2014 

protozoa Cryptsporidium Sand, saturated 0-0.9 
(average0.4) 

- - Page et al 
(2010) 

protozoa Sand, saturated 2.9 3.6 0.81 Harvey et al. 
(1995) 

protozoa Sand, saturated 2.9 0.6 4.87 Harvey et al. 
(1995) 

virus rotavirus Sand, saturated 0-0.8 (average 
0.2) 

-  Page et al. 
(2010) 

MS2 
bacteriophage 

Sand, saturated 1.3-3.4 0.5 2.6-6.8 Hijnen et al. 
(2005) 

MS2 
bacteriophage 

Sand, saturated 3.3 3.8 0.87 Schijven et al. 
(1999) 

MS2, PRD1 
bacteriophage 

Sand, unsaturated 2.0-3.0 0.6 3.3-5.0 Van Cuyk et 
al. (2004) 

Coliphage Sand, unsaturated 1.0 1.0 1.0 Quanrud et al. 
(2003) 

F-RNA phages 
and coliforms 

Coarse and fine 
gravel with sand 

4.0 15 0.27 Medema et al. 
(2000) 

 

The type of soil, infiltration, type of virus and the degree of soil saturation are most 

important parameters controlling virus transport and removal. Thus SAT requires a 

large area or sufficient retention time to ensure the contaminants prevention (Metcalf 

et al., 2007). Retention time is the time interval during the reclaimed water 

augmentation till the time of withdrawal for intended use. For pathogen prevention, a 

retention time of more than 6 months is recommended by the US artificial recharge 

guidelines (Metcalf et al., 2007). In a similar example, California’s guideline 

suggested that retention time for reclaimed water introduced to aquifer by directly 

injection on the basin, should be 6 and 12 months, respectively. Nevertheless, this 

requirement may not be practical in a limited space. This seems to be the major 

constraint for SAT to remove pathogens under short retention time. 

Previous studies revealed that most bacteria and protozoa could be trapped in soil 

particles during passing through subsurface environment (Pedley et al., 2006). It 
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means that the process to remove bacteria and protozoa are filtration and adsorption 

that can occur rapidly. Thus, HRT with a short retention time should provide a high 

efficiency to remove bacteria and protozoa.  Yasukawa (2014) studied the fecal 

coliform and Campylobacter removal during SAT with 1-month retention; the 

bacteria could be removed by more than 6-log10. For protozoa, their sizes (4-15 µm) 

are larger than bacterial (4-15µm) and virus (80 nm) (Abbaszadegan et al., 2003). 

Bacteria can be removed more than 6-log10; therefore, protozoa could be removed 

effectively in SAT as well.   

 

For virus, their sizes are really small as shown in Figure 2.1. Thus, virus particles 

could move easily through the soil layer to groundwater. That is, it is more difficult to 

remove virus than other pathogens in SAT process. Moreover, ingestion of viruses 

can lead to illness. For these reasons, enteric viruses are likely to be of greater 

concern than bacteria and protozoa, and it is necessary to evaluate the health risk 

association with viruses in the water treated by SAT. The major concern of using the 

SAT is how to control the viral risks associated with water reuse system especially 

with a short retention time.  

 
Figure 2.1: The size of pathogens (logarithmic scale) in relation to the properties of 

geological media  (WHO, 2006) 
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2.4.2 Adsorption and inactivation of viruses in soils 
By the point of view of pathogens transport in soil especially on viruses, the 

adsorption and inactivation rate are very important parameters. 

a) Virus adsorption  

Adsorption of virus in soil or subsurface depends on several factors. It may be 

influenced by changes in temperature, pH and presence of cations and anions in the 

surrounding medium and pathogen species (Matthess et al., 1988). The reversible 

process of pathogen adsorption is often described by the Freundlich isotherm (Burge 

& Enkiri, 1978; Matthess & Pekdeger, 1981; Tim et al., 1988). The Freundlich 

isotherm equation is shown as follows:  

 

q = kfC 1/n                       (2.1) 

where q = amount (microorganisms) adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent (soil) C = 

equilibrium concentration of adsorbate (microorganisms) in solution after adsorption 

.kf = empirical constants, n the term 'reversible' implies that adsorbed microorganisms 

may detach from the surfaces of soil particles and desorb in water. They may 

subsequently be readsorbed.  

Other mechanisms that influence the virus reduction are sedimentation, trapping and 

filtration. Jin et al., (1997) suggested these terms could be denoted as extra sink term 

or irreversible removal of virus. It can be estimated by first order reduction equation.  

b) Virus inactivation 

Virus inactivation is the damage of genetic material that helps virus to replicate in the 

host environment. Virus structures have a nucleic acid and protein coat, that, when 

damaged or if degradation of the nucleic acid occurs, lead to virus inactivation as 

shown in Figure 2.2. Owing to protein deformation, virus loses its ability to bind the 

host receptor site, making it unable to reproduce itself in the host (Anders & 

Chrysikopoulous, 2005; Harvey & Ryan, 2004; Azadpour-Keeley et al, 2003). 

Virus may have different inactivation rates when attached to the soil or subsurface. 

The degradation process may decrease due to the attachment of the microbe to the soil 

that protects the pathogen from the adverse condition in soil and helps it to go into 

and prolong its survival rate. However, in the case of strong binding between the virus 
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and soil, the damage of the virus structure may occur, leading to inactivation (Harvey 

& Ryan, 2004).  

 

 
Figure 2.2: potential mechanisms of pathogens inactivation due to loss of genetic 

material (Harvey & Ryan, 2004).  

 

Inactivation of virus is generally described as the time dependent first order decay 

with a constant rate coefficient (Harvey & Ryan, 2004), and can be shown as the 

exponential decay equation below: 

 

 

 (2.2) 

 

where Ct is the concentration of virus present after time t and C0 is the initial 

concentration of the virus. μ is the inactivation rate coefficient (WHO, 2006). 

 

The inactivation rate coefficients vary under the different conditions of subsurface, 

which results in viruses that have a varying inactivation under the different 

experimental conditions (WHO, 2006). Most literature data used in the numerical 

transport model is based on the first order inactivation constant rate of pathogens to 

estimate the pathogen removal or adequate retention time (Anders & 
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Chrysikopoulous, 2005). The literature data of pathogen inactivation rate constants 

for bacteria, virus and protozoa in groundwater are shown in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3 Pathogen inactivation rates in groundwater 
Pathogens Inactivation rate constant (day-1) 
Bacteria 0.044-1.700 
E.coli 0.044-0.980 
Fecal Streptococci 0.066-0.850 
Salmonella spp. 0.190-0.500 
Shigella spp. 0.620-1.700 
Klebsiella spp. 0.030-0.072 
Virus 0.010-1.600 
Poliovirus 0.010-1.600 
Echovirus 0.019-1.400 
Coxsackievirus A and B 0.012-0.490 
Hepatitis A 0.038-0.410 
Rotavirus 0.360-0.830 
Protozoa cysts and spores Can survive in the environment for long (>70 weeks) 
Bacilus subtilis spores and Clostridium 
perfringens spores 

0.071-0.138 

2.5 Virological risk control in reclaimed water by SAT for its 
implementation 
The risk assessment in the reclaimed water has been conducted in many studies for 

various target pathogens. For example, Toze et al., (2010) performed QMRA using 

the methodology described in the Australia Water recycling Guidelines (NRMMC, 

2006), and published data for pathogen numbers in secondary treated wastewater in 

the unconfined aquifer recharge for irrigation. The study conceptual model was 

cooperated with the input data that is necessary for model input. The requirement 

input data such as the pathogens concentrations in the secondary treated effluent, the 

decay rate of the pathogens, the condition of the native groundwater in the area 

(dilution) needed to be added or assumed. Toze’s study needed the Campylobacter 

and Cryptosporidium and rotavirus concentration in the secondary treated sewage 

water and their decay rates. The model was assumed that there was no mixing of the 

reclaimed water with native groundwater and no filtration and adsorption of the 

pathogens. The stochastic data on pathogen decay rates and aquifer residence times 

were derived in that study and then the pathogen risk assessment was estimated (Toze 

et al., 2010).  

 

The present study also uses the same concept of Toze (2010) study. Thus, the 

pathogen concentration in the secondary treated sewage and decay rates are needed. 
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However, to increase the model accuracy for implementation, the virus transport 

model was used. It was not only decay rate or inactivation rate of virus but also 

focused on virus adsorption and irreversible removal (sedimentation and filtration) 

and the advection and dispersion effect in the groundwater that needed to add into the 

model input. Then the virus reduction in the SAT was simulation. After the virus 

transport model was conducted, the virus output data after SAT system continued to 

estimate the viral risk assessment by QMRA.  

2.5.1 Model of microbial transport in soil or subsurface 
The virus transport model generally accounts for virus inactivation and linear local 

equilibrium adsorption combined with the advection and dispersion equation, like 

solute transport in porous media (Chrysikopoulos et al., 1990). There are several 

model equations depending on the assumption. In this study, the advection, 

dispersion, irreversible removal and inactivation described by Schijven and 

Hassabuzadeh, 2000; Gitis et al., (2011) was selected with an assumption of one-

dimensional, homogenous, steady-state water flow, saturated porous medium. The 

model definition and equation are described as below:  

    (2.3) 

where C (virus/L) is the spatially averaged concentration of viruses in the suspension; D 

(cm2/day) is the coefficient of longitudinal dispersion; t (day) is time; v (cm/day) is Darcy 

velocity; x (cm) is the distance along the vertical axis, and virus irreversible removal rate kirr 

(day-1) and virus inactivation rate µ (day-1) are the adsorption and inactivation rate constants, 

respectively.  

2.5.2 Quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA) 
QMRA was a powerful tool as described in the Australia Water recycling guidelines 

(NRMMC, 2006), and it was used for estimating the pathogen risks in secondary 

treated wastewater. As part of the four steps of this framework, including: Hazard 

identification, exposure assessment, dose-response assessment, and risk 

characterization. The output from each of these steps is fed into risk management, 

which is one of the key components of the risk analysis process. The Risk assessment 

is considered as a new scientific-based approach that allows the risk manager or 

policy maker to understand the probability of the occurrence of hazard events, as well 

∂C
∂t

= D ∂
2C
∂x2

− v ∂C
∂x

− kirrC −µC
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as, the probable adverse effect that such events will have. So far the risk assessment is 

increasingly applied for a wide range of activities not only for the economy and 

finance, but also the environment and health. 

The QMRA was firstly introduced in the early 90’s (Regli et al., 1991). The QMRA 

has been used to address the human health impacts of waterborne hazard, including 

viruses. The QMRA involves the infection risk that comes from the exposure to 

water-borne pathogens due to water consumption, recreational water activities, or 

eating aquatic food contaminated with pathogens.  To conduct QMRA, four basic 

elements, explained below, need to be taken into account:  Hazard Identification, 

Exposure Assessment, Effect Assessment (Dose Response) and Risk Characterization 

(WHO, 2004) as described followings. 

 

Figure 2.3: Risk assessment diagram (Microrisk, 2006) 

Hazard Identification: The main purpose of hazard identification is to characterize 

the problem. In an example of waterborne pathogens, the characteristics of the 

specific pathogens related to waterborne transmission are described, such as the 

survival and persistency of pathogens in water and environment. Next, the primary 

transmission route related to waterborne outbreak should be described. In addition, 

the hazard identification also includes the description of illness, duration of illness 

and the susceptible group, caused by the pathogens. 
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Exposure Assessment: The purpose of an exposure assessment is to determine the 

microbial dose typically consumed by drinking water. Basically, exposure assessment 

requires the quantitative assessment of the pathogen levels (concentration) in source 

water and the probability of exposure to those waterborne pathogens. In assessing 

exposure, there are several factors involved, including the amount of virus in drinking 

water, the volume of consumption, the frequency and duration of the exposure. For 

example, to estimate the amount of ingested pathogens per exposure, a default value 

of drinking water consumption per person per day is 2 L, whereas, the occurrence of 

pathogens in a water source is collected in a catchment survey.  

Dose-Response: the dose refers to the amount of viruses and the resulting adverse 

health effects. Dose-response model is developed from human and animal studies and 

estimated and predicted with mathematical models. There are two mathematical 

models, exponential and the beta-Poisson, which are commonly used to assess the risk 

of virus infection. Both mathematical models assume that the viruses are randomly 

distributed in the exposure.  
 

Risk Characterization: the combined data in the previous steps are necessary to 

calculate the risk in this step. It is necessary to use Monte Carlo Analysis to estimate 

the full range of possible risk.  Monte Carlo analysis is a simulation tool that provides 

the probability distributions for each parameter instead of point estimate. 

The outcomes of previous steps have shown the result in distribution. It is necessary 

to use Monte Carlo Analysis to estimate the full range of possible risk.  Based on 

these risk estimations, the advance treatment unit or recommendation may suggest the 

use of reclaimed water for indirect potable purpose. This result can make a decision 

for a policy maker or to require more treatment.  

2.5.3 Application of QMRA in this study  
1) Hazard Identification  

Hazard Identification is comprised by the target pathogens and their concentration in 

the environmental media.  
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Target pathogens 

Pathogens in the system could cause human illness and the type of illness should be 

gastroenteritis illness. QMRA focuses on a proper “index pathogens” that cover a 

range of health risk (Medema & Ashbolt, 2006). Viruses are significantly smaller than 

bacteria, and may move faster in SAT. The leading agents of gastroenteritis in 

children particularly are composed by viruses that are rotavirus (RV) and adenovirus-

F (AdVF) (Cruz et al., 1990). In Japan, the gastroenteritis epidemic data reported that 

70% of children under 2 years of age got infected by RV group A during the period 

from 2010 to 2013 (National Institute of Infectious Diseases (NIID) 2014). When 

applying a water reuse system, the health risk of RV group A for children may 

increase. AdVF has a potential health risk in water reuse system because AdVF is 

abundant in secondary treated sewage (Haramoto et al., 2007). Thus they were 

selected as the target pathogens in this study. 

 

a) Adenovirus 

Adenoviridae are a family of viruses that infect both humans and animals. The viruses 

are ~100 nm in diameter, have an icosahedral structure containing double stranded 

DNA, and do not possess a membrane. 52 serotypes of human adenoviruses are 

recognized and divided in 7 subgroups, designated from A to G, on the basis of their 

ability to agglutinate red blood cells (Percival et al., 2013).  Generally, adenovirus 

type 40 and 41 from subgroup F infect the gastrointestinal tract. Incubation periods 

vary according to the serotypes and the site of infection. Respiratory illness and 

gastrointestinal disease can occur after a few days. Serotypes 40 and 41 are 

transmitted via fecal-oral spread. Their lack membrane gives adenoviruses the ability 

to resist ether and chloroform, but they are inactivated by chlorine (Thurston-

Enriquez et al., 2003). The adenovirus is more resistant to UV light than enteroviruses 

(Hijnen et al., 2006; Medema, 2006). The viruses are stable in a pH range from 3 to 

10 (Fong & Lipp 2005). Soil often has a pH 5 to 10, meaning that adenoviruses are 

stable in environmental soil. Furthermore, the viruses are resistant to intestinal 

enzymes and replicate in the epithelial cells of the intestine. The virus is an obligate 

intracellular parasite, and it is not able to replicate in the environment. 

Previous studies detected adenoviruses in sewage water, and shellfish throughout the 

year in most of the investigated samples (Puig et al., 1994 and Pina et al., 1998). The 
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adenovirus is associated with the failure of the chlorination system in wastewater 

treatment plants.  

 

b) Rotavirus 

Reoviridae are a family of viruses that infect both humans and animals. The viruses 

are 75 nm in diameter, have an icosahedral structure containing double stranded 

RNA, and do not possess a membrane. Rotaviruses are classified base on the inner 

shell antigen (VP6), termed the groups antigen. Based on the VP6 antigen, there are 

seven groups of rotaviruses, designated group A-G, humans are primarily infected by 

species A, B and C. The most important species causing infection in humans is the 

one in Group A Rotavirus (Alam et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2004).  
The WHO lists rotavirus as: being highly significant regarding to incidence and 

severity of illness; having an ability to persist in water supplies for periods over a 

month; moderately resistant to conventional chlorine disinfection parameters; and a 

high infectivity of 1-100 viral particles. Rotavirus was most commonly detected in 

sewage samples in Beijing during the winter and spring months (He et al., 2011; Li et 

al., 2011; He et al., 2008). One study noted that rotavirus was detected in all of the 

sewage treatment plant influent samples collected in the period of October-January 

but not detected in any samples collected in August and September (He et al., 2008).  

Rotavirus genomes have been detected in similar numbers in raw and treated 

wastewater treated by settling, activated sludge, and phosphorus removal indicating 

inefficient removal (Lodder & de RodaHusman, 2005).  

 

2) Exposure assessment 

The exposure assessment is the exposure of consumers with reclaimed water, which is 

estimated depending on the amount of drinking water a day. The virus concentration 

in the reclaimed water varies because of the prevalence of each disease is variable 

throughout the year.  

 

3) Dose-response data 

A single pathogen can cause a physiological response. The physiological response to 

a given pathogen dose may be described with reference to two potential stages: 

infection and illness. As we are interested in the risk of getting ill from drinking 
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reclaimed water, the dose-response relationships with the amount of drinking have 

been investigated. Several dose-response relationships have been established to 

describe the physiological response for different pathogens. Adenovirus dose 

response model was described by exponential model as shown in the equation 2.4 and  

2.5. The dose response study involved human inhalation of small-particle aerosols of 

adenovirus 4 with respiratory illnesses as health outcome that is the only one available 

for adenovirus (Cabtree et al., 1997).  

                                  Pd = 1-e-rD                      (2.4) 

                                   (2.5) 

With r equal to 0.4172 and D representing the number of organism ingested or 

inhaled.   

Regli (1991) described the rotavirus dose-response model with β-Poisson distribution. 

The β-Poisson model for rotaviruses is the dominant dose response model as showed 

in the equation 2.6. Owing to the fact that rotaviruses are the type of enteric virus with 

the lowest infections dose. The hypothesis of an independent action of single 

organisms forms the base for the β-Poisson model. The β-Poisson model was first 

used for drinking water and food technology and is an appropriate model to assess 

virus ingestion and the probability of infection (Rose and Gerba 1991; Tanaka et al. 

1998). 

 

Pd  =1-(1-DI/β)-α                                                  (2.6) 
 

where Pd is daily probability of infection through ingestion of pathogens; D is daily 

consumed dose of contaminant (in virus/days); β is the β-Poisson distribution 

coefficient; and α is a model parameter (α=0.26 and β =0.42 for rotavirus; Regli et 

al., 1991).  

 

                                  (2.7) 

Subsequently, for both dose-response relationships, the annual risk (Pa) is based on 

equation 2.8, with Pd as the daily risk of getting ill and t as the amount of exposure 

events in days per year.  

             Pa = 1-(1-Pd)365                       (2.8) 

Pd (Adenovirus) =1− e
(−0.4172 xD)

Pd (Rotavirus) =1− (1+
D
0.42

)−0.26
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4) Risk characterization 

The risk characterization of a QMRA integrates the information form hazard 

identification, exposure assessment, and dose response model into a single 

mathematical model to calculate the risk of an outcome like infection, illness or death. 

Since exposure and effect assessment will not provide a single value, but a 

distribution of values, the risk needs to be calculated for all values across this 

distribution. This done via the Monte Carlo analysis, will result in a full range of 

possible risks, including the minimum, average and worst-case scenarios. Based on 

these risk estimations, the advance treatment unit may be suggested for the reclaimed 

water.  

 

Past applications of QMRA on the risk of adenovirus and rotavirus in water were 

summarized in Table 2.4. Several studies attempted to evaluate the risk assessment of 

adenovirus and rotavirus because the viruses are the first and second leading agents 

for gastroenteritis illness in children. As can be seen many studies reported the yearly 

risk of infection for adenovirus and rotavirus were really high in the water 

environment. Adenovirus and rotavirus is also needed to study in reclaimed water.  
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Table 2.4: QMRA studies on the risk of adenovirus and rotavirus in water 
Authors Exposure assessment Dose response  Outcome Type  Probability of 

Yearly infection  
Crabtree et 
al., 1997 

AdV in drinking water  ( 1 
IU/1000L and 1 IU/100 L ; IU = 
infectious unit (4L/day) 

Exponential 
model r = 
0.4172 from 
AdV4 

Risk of 
infection 

Point 
estimation 

2.63x10-1 

9.52x10-1 

Crabtree et 
al., 1997 

AdV in recreation water ( 0.118 
MPN/100L  and  12.8 
MPN/100L) infectious unit 
(30L/day) 

Exponential 
model r = 
0.4172 from 
AdV4 

Risk of 
infection 

Point 
estimation 

1.48x10-4 in 10 
days 
1.59x10-2 
in 10 days 

Heerden et 
al., 2005 

AdV in drinking water using PCR 
and make quantitative results by 
Poission distribution 
Fraction of detected HAds that is 
capable of infection = 1 
(2L /day) 

Exponential 
model r = 
0.4172 from 
AdV4 

Risk of 
infection 

Point 
estimation 

1.01x10-1 at A 
plant and 
1.70x10-1 at B 
plant 

Kundu 2013 AdV in the Collegues creek 
focusing on three groups of 
swimmer , qPCR data, swimmers 
 
Volume intake using pert 
distribution 

Exponential 
model r = 
0.4172 from 
AdV4 

Individual 
illness risk 
(IIR) 
predicted 
illness risk 
3 groups 
(children, 
Adults and 
secondary  

Distribution 
 

IIR 

McBride et 
al., 2013 

AdV in recreation water from  
stormwater: target group 
swimmers using qPCR data 
harmonized with genome:PFU ~ 
1000 
Only inhalation exposure 
pathway 
Min,mode,max intake rate 
10,50,100 

Exponential 
model r = 
0.4172 from 
AdV4 

Individual 
illness risk 
(IIR) 
Short-term 
predicted 
illness risk 

Cumulative 
frequency 
distribution 

IIR 

Chigor et al 
2014 

AdV in the Buffalo River and 
three sources of water dams 
using qPCR data estimated with 
infectious ration: qPCR (1/2) 

Exponential 
model r = 
0.4172 from 
AdV4 

Probability of 
infection 

Point 
estimates and 
estimated risk 
of morbidity 
and mortality 

1 in all water 
media 

Chigor et al 
2014 

RV in the Buffalo River and three 
sources of water dams Using 
qPCR data estimated with 
infectious ration: qPCR (1/10) 

Beta poisson 
model α= 
0.2531 β= 
0.4265 
 

Probability of 
infection 

Point 
estimates and 
estimated risk 
of morbidity 
and mortality 

ND and 1 in the 
river in town  

McBride et 
al., 2013 

RV in recreation water from  
stormwater: target group 
swimmers Using qPCR data 
harmonized with genome:FFU ~ 
1900 

Beta poisson  
α= 0.2531 β= 
0.4265 

Individual 
illness risk 
(IIR) 
Short-term 
predicted 
illness risk 

Cumulative 
frequency 
distribution 

IRR 

Prez et al., 
2015  

RV in recreation rivers (Xanaes 
and Suquia) from Cordoba, 
Argentina usng qPCR results 
10 mL for people swimming and 
playing in the river 

Beta poisson 
from Haas et al., 
1999: α= 
0.2531 and N50 
=6.17  

Probability of 
infection  

Distribution Median =1 in  
Suquia river, 
median =0.7010 
in Xanaes river 
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2.6 Required data for the virological risk assessment in this study 

2.6.1 Data input for the virological risk assessment  
In order to perform the viral risk assessment in the reclaimed water treated by SAT 

implemented in a target area, the hydraulic parameters of soil-aquifer treatment are 

necessary for the virus transport model. Also, the virus concentration and its reduction 

efficacy in the reclaimed water are very important for the risk assessment model. The 

hydraulic parameters such as groundwater velocity and virus inactivation and sorption 

rate coefficients are used for the virus concentration profile prediction. Then the 

output concentrations are used for viral risk assessment. The required data for the 

virological risk assessment in this study are listed bellow as: 

- Virus concentration in the SAT influent and effluent (genome base and 

infectious virus) 

- The removal rate constant of virus during SAT system 

- The inactivation rate constant of virus during the SAT system 

- The ground water velocity in the implemented area 

- The water consumption of people in Japan 

 To obtain those data, a virus detection method is required. There are several virus 

detection techniques that can be divided into two groups of detection. 

2.6.2 Selection of virus detection methods 
Cell culture base method: Traditional cell culture methods employ the appropriate 

host cell lines of either human or primate origin for detecting the infection of the virus 

sample. The positive results of cytopathic effects (CPEs), a morphology change, 

represent the infectivity of virus particles. This test can be performed either as a 

plaque assay (immobilized cell on agar) or as a liquid culture assay (suspended cell in 

a liquid medium). The first assay relied on the visual observation of the formation of 

plaques, the area of dead and damaged cell. The result will be reported as “plaque 

forming units per milliliter (PFU/mL). Unlike plaque assay, liquid culture assay 

employs as statistical analysis, called most probable number: MPN, for the 

quantification of viral infectivity. The presence or absence of CPE, by visual 

examination in replicated serial dilutions of samples, will be scored and calculated. 

This technique is used, due to the fact that the virus particles could replicate in the 

infected cell and then spread into culture supernatant, resulting in the infection of 
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neighboring cells. Even though this technique provides less precise quantitative result, 

it can detect culturable viruses at lower concentrations. 

During the 1980s, culture methods using the Buffalo Green Monkey Kidney cell line 

(BMGK) for the detection of waterborne enteroviruses was developed, later the US 

Environmental Protection Agency adopted this assay as a standardized method for 

detection of several viruses, known as the total cultivable virus assay (TCVA). 

Nevertheless, with this technique it may not be possible to distinguish the virus type 

from the morphological characteristics of CPE, because it is highly similar among 

virus types. Even though cell culture method has been commonly used for detection 

of infectious viruses, this method may not succeed well in some viruses because not 

all types of viruses exhibit CPEs during a certain time of an experiment. For instance, 

Rotaviruses need more than 1 week to produce obvious CPE (Dan Li et al., 2010), 

which is labor intensive and time consuming. Moreover, there was a deterioration of 

inoculated cell culture before the observation of distinctive CPE, leading to an 

unreliable and non-reproducible result.  

 

PCR method: The PCR is emerging very rapidly as a method for virus detection in 

environmental samples. Compared to cell culture, the main advantages of PCR 

methods for virus detection include fast results, high specificity and sensitivity, and 

the ability to detect those difficult to culture or non-culturable such as noroviruses. 

The main disadvantage of PCR methods is that they do not provide a measure of 

infectivity and there are problems associated with the detection limits and inhibition 

of PCR detection.  

 

Conventional PCR can amplify and detect virus-specific DNA sequences in the 

presence of DNA from many other sources. Gel electrophoresis is needed afterwards 

in order to visualize the results. Normally conventional PCR is not a quantitative 

assay, but quantitative results can be generated by using dilutions and the most 

probable number (MPN) method. Reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) is used to 

produce a complementary strand (cDNA) for ribonucleic acid (RNA) viruses such as 

enteroviruses and noroviruses. Nested PCR generally has two sets of primers, one set 

nested within the nucleic acid defined by the second primer pair. An amplicon is 

generated by the outer primers, while the target sequence of DNA is amplified by 
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inner primers. In multiplex PCR, multiple DNA sequences are targeted 

simultaneously.  

 

Real-time PCR (qPCR) is a quantitative assay in which target sequences are 

simultaneously amplified and quantified. In addition to primers, a set of probes with 

attached dyes is involved in real-time PCR. During amplification, the dyes are 

released from the probes and fluoresce. The fluorescence signal can be detected and 

by using a standard curve, the number of viral genome copies is quantified. When 

combined with cell culture, PCR can be employed to determine the infectivity of 

viruses using a procedure called integrated cell culture PCR (ICC-PCR). 

A simplified schematic of virus detection method in environmental media is shown in 

Figure 2.4.  Sample collection and pretreatment is a critical element of all 

environmental analysis. Virus concentration in natural water bodies is usually low, 

and pre-concentration of viruses is often the most important step for effective 

detection (Xagorarake et al., 2014).  

 

 
Figure 2.4: Diagram of virus detection in water (Xagorarake et al., 2014) 

2.7 Summary 
In this chapter, water reclamation from treated sewage through SAT with the special 

focus on pathogen risk was addressed. Then, the pathogen removal and inactivation 
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during the SAT are reviewed.  To estimate the pathogen risk, the QMRA is usually 

applied. The data of QMRA required for the exposure evaluation on the reclaimed 

water thus the target pathogens concentration and the SAT reduction of the target 

pathogens was quantified. Findings obtained in this chapter are as follows: 

Reclaimed water from treated sewage through SAT was shown to be one effective 

option to solve instability in quality and quantity of future water resources. Among 

pathogens, viruses are the most difficult to remove by SAT because of their small size 

and low inactivation.  Moreover, little information is known on the enteric viruses 

reduction during SAT especially with short retention time. It is strongly believed that 

the reduction of enteric viruses during short retention time SAT is really interesting 

and they have been chosen as the topic of this study. The viral risk assessment is 

required to confirm the viral risk after the water has been treated by SAT.  
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Chapter 3 

Adsorption and inactivation of the enteric viruses in the 
presence of soils by batch experiments 

3.1 Introduction 
Adsorption and inactivation are the main processes for virus control by soil passage. 

Several researches have studied the factors affecting adsorption and inactivation of 

viruses in soils (Schijven & Hassanizadeh, 2000). Virus adsorption is influenced by 

pH, virus types, temperature, soil types, organic matter (OM), and the presence of 

cations or anions in the surrounding medium (Matthess et al., 1988). Because these 

factors (i.e., pH, DOC) are relatively stable in treated wastewater, the important factor 

for virus adsorption is the type of viruses. Similarly to virus adsorption, virus 

inactivation depends on several factors (e.g., pH, soil types), Among these factors, it 

highly depends on temperature (Bertrand et al., 2012; Powelson et al., 1990; Yates et 

al., 1985). While several studies investigated the adsorption and inactivation of 

bacteriophages, such as MS2 and PRD1, little information on those of human enteric 

viruses is known. This study aims to investigate the adsorption and inactivation of the 

human enteric viruses in soils collected in Japan. For this purpose, batch experiments 

on adsorption and inactivation of RV and AdVF in the presence of soil or sand were 

performed under various conditions (i.e., temperature, 4, 15, 25, 37 ˚C; soil type, sand 

and weathered granite soil). In addition to removal efficiencies at equilibrium, 

adsorption and inactivation kinetics were discussed.  

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Preparation of viruses, soils and treated A2O water 
Enteric adenovirus serotype 40 (AdVF 40) strain Dugan (VR-931) and Human 

Rotavirus Wa strain (VR-2018TM) were purchased from the American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC). Sand and weathered granite soil were collected in Shiga 

prefecture, Japan. Table 3.1 shows their physical and chemical properties. Both 

materials were passed through a sieve with φ 1 mm openings, and transferred into 

polyethylene bottles and stored at room temperature. 
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Table 3.1: Physical and chemical properties of sand and weathered granite soil used in 
this study 

 
Soil type Sand Weathered granite soil 

Ignition loss (%) 1.36 2.74 
TOC (%) 0.0094 0.0159 

Porosity (%) 43.5 29.07 
Cation exchange capacity (meq/100 mg-dry) 2.39 15.6 
Anion exchange capacity (meq/100 mg-dry) 1.49 3.33 

Water content (%) 0.567 1.1 
Specific surface (m2/g) 2.40 5.95 

Soil pH 6.64 7.41 
Soil density (kg/L) 1.46  1.39  

 

Treated Anaerobic-Anoxic-Oxic (A2O) water was taken from Toba Wastewater 

Environment Conservation Center, Kyoto city, Japan. The water quality parameters 

were means of 3.52 mg/L, 3.34 mgC/L, and 6.4 of TOC, DOC and pH, respectively in 

treated A2O water. 

3.2.2 Laboratory-scale batch tests 
The adsorption of virus with soils was studied with short-term and long-term batch 

tests and the inactivation of virus with soils was investigated only with long-term 

batch tests. 

a) Short-term batch tests 

For batch experiments for adsorption kinetics, AdVF and RV were spiked into the 

autoclaved treated A2O water at 105 copies/µL and 103 copies/µL, respectively. The 

batch adsorption experiments started by adding the soil samples (weathered granite 

soil or sand) to the 10 mL of sterilized glass bottle, viruses, and autoclaved A2O 

water together. For each batch 1 g of soil was put into 6 mL of A2O water with virus. 

The contents of the test tubes were mixed with a rotated 360-action shaker at 60 rpm 

at room temperature. At specific time intervals (10, 20, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min), the 

tube was centrifuged at 1000 × g for 10 minutes. Centrifugation separated the soil and 

virus adsorbed onto the soil from the free virus particles in the water. One milliliter of 

supernatant was taken for real-time (RT)-PCR analysis for virus detection.  

The isotherm experiment determined the adsorption capacity within 3 hours at the 

equilibrium time. The initial virus concentration was varied (every 10-fold dilution 

105,104,103,102,101,100 copies/µL for AdVF and every 5-fold dilution 104, 5x103, 103, 

5x102, 102, 5x101,101 copies/µL for RV) with the same amount of soils. The amounts 
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of A2O water and soils were the same as the kinetic test. All the bottles were rotated 

at 60 rpm until equilibrium. Then, the bottles were centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 min 

and 1 mL of supernatant was collected for real-time (RT)-PCR detection. The control 

samples (only A2O with viruses) were run in both the kinetic and isotherm 

experiments. 

b) Long-term batch tests 

The long-term batch experiments until 56-day incubation was set up. The virus stock 

solutions were added into autoclaved A2O water in 10 mL glass bottle. All glass 

bottles were sterilized before use. So that the concentrations of AdVF and RV in 

spiked samples were 5x105 MPN/mL and 5x103 MPN/mL, respectively. Six milliliters 

of spiked water sample and 4 grams of weathered granite soil or sand were added to 

sterilized glass bottles. The control test (only A2O water with the spiked viruses) was 

performed at the same time. Then the bottles sets of sand, weathered granite soil and 

only A2O water were arranged into four temperature conditions (4, 15, 25 and 37 ˚C) 

and stored until 56-day. At the selected time (1, 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49 and 56 

days) one bottle of each set was chosen randomly for sampling. The AdVF and RV in 

the supernatants were detected by ICC-(RT)PCR (indicated infectious viral particles 

to observe the viruses inactivation) and by real-time (RT)PCR  (indicated all viral 

genome copies to observe the virus removal).   

3.2.3 Viruses detection methods 
a) Real-time PCR Analysis 

Viral nucleic acid was extracted from 200 µL of concentrated samples using High 

Pure Viral Nucleic Acid kit (Roche Diagnostic). For AdVF (Adenovirus serotype F), 

the primers described in Lion et al. (2003) were used. Each reaction tube contained 10 

µL of environmental master mix 2, 1.8 µL of each primer (10 µM), 1 µL of probe 

(Taqman probe with a FAMTM dye label) and 3.4 µL of nuclease-free water and 2 µL 

of template in a total volume of 20 µL. The real-time PCR was performed with 

condition for 10 minutes at 95 ̊C, 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95 ̊C and 1 minute at 

60 ̊C using StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). For RV, 

quantification by real-time reverse transcription assay was adopted (Zeng, 2008). 

Taqman probe with a FAMTM dye label was also used. Each reaction tube contained 

10 µl of 2x Buffer, 0.8 µL of each primers (10 µM), 0.4 µl of probe and 4.5 µL of 
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nuclease-free water, 0.5 µL of 40x enzyme mix and 3 µL of template in a total 

volume of 20 µL. Amplification was carried out on StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR 

System (Applied Biosystems) programmed for 30 minutes at 48 °C, 10 minutes at 95 

°C, 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95 °C and 1 minute at 60 °C. The mixture of AdVF and 

RV and the sequence of primers and probes were shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 

Table 3.2 q(RT)-PCR of AdVF and RV detection mixture 

Mixtures of AdVF detected by qPCR Mixtures of RV detected by q-RT-PCR 
Chemicals Volume 

(µL) 
Chemicals Volume 

(µL) 
Nuclease-free water 3.4 2xBuffer 10 

Environmental Master Mix2.0 10 Forward Primer (10µL) 0.8 
Forward Primer (10µL) 1.8 Reverse Primer (10µL) 0.8 
Reverse Primer (10µL) 1.8 RV-Probe (10µL) 0.4 

Probe (5µM) 1 Nuclease-free water 3.5 
DNA Template 2 40x Enzyme mix 0.5 

Total 20 RNA Template 4 
  Total 20 

 

Table 3.3 qPCR primers and probes sequences 

Virus Primer/Probe Sequence Target Reference 

AdV-F 

Forward primer 
(AdVF-F) 

5’-COPIESA GGA CGC CTC GGA GTA-
3’ 

Hexon 
gene 

Lion 
(2003) 

Reverse primer 
(AdVF-R 

5’-TGT CTG TGG TTA CAT CGT GGG T-
3’ 

Probe (AdVF-P) FAM-TAC TTC AGC CTG GGG AAC 
AAG TTC AGA AA-NFQ-MGB 

RV  

Forward primer 
(Rota-NSP3-F) 

5’-ACC ATC TAC ACA TGA CCC TCT 
ATG AG-3’ 

NSP3 Zeng 
(2008) 

Reverse primer 
(Rota-NSP3-R 

5’ GGT CAC ATA ACG CCC CTA TAG 
C-3’ 

Probe (NSP3-P) FAM-AGT TAA AAG CTA ACA CTG 
TCA AA-MGB 

 

b) Integrated cell culture-PCR (ICC-(RT)-PCR) method  

ICC-(RT)PCR detection was applied to detect infectious viral particles in water 

samples. For cell preparation, human carcinoma cell line CaCO-2 was chosen due to 

its high susceptibility to enteric virus in water samples (Pintó et al. 1995). Human 

carcinoma cell line CaCO-2 (RBRC-RCB0988) was purchased from the Riken BRC 

Cell Bank. The Monkey kidney cell line MA104 (RCB0994) purchased from the 

Riken BRC Cell bank for the infectivity assay of RV. The Infectivity assay methods 

were modified from those by Pintó et al. (1994) for AdVF and Li et al., (2010) for 
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RV. The CaCO-2 cells and MA104 cells were seeded at 6×104 cells in 24-well plates 

and cultured until 70-80% confluent separately. On the day before infection, the cells 

were pre-incubated overnight in MEM medium without FBS in both of CaCo-2 cells 

and MA104 cells.  

 

For virus preparation and inoculation, the virus suspension was reactivated with 10 

µg/mL trypsin at 37 ̊C for 30 min, and provided for infection assay after 10- and 100-

fold dilutions. The cell layers were washed with sterilized PBS (pH 7.2), and then 80 

µL diluted virus solution was inoculated onto the cells. Three wells were used for 

each dilution with concentrated water samples of 72, 7.2, and 0.72 µL, respectively. 

Plates were incubated for 1 hr at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator. Plates were gently 

rocked every 15 min (Straub et al., 2011). After 1 hr, the concentrated sample of virus 

solution was removed as much as possible, and the cells were incubated with MEM 

medium without PBS at 37 ̊C for 7 days. After a 7-day incubation, the virus particles 

inside cells in the remaining solution were released by three freeze–thaw cycles. The 

virus nucleic acids were extracted using High Pure Viral Nucleic Acids Extraction kit 

(Roche Diagnostic) in both of CaCO-2 cells and MA104 cells. The nucleic acid 

samples were stored at -80 ̊C until PCR detection.  

 

For the detection of AdVF DNA, PCR using the primer pair for AdVF adopted by 

Lion et al., (2003) was performed in PCR Thermal Cycler Dice (Takara Bio Inc.) by 

using the following steps: mixing 2 µL of extracted DNA with 18 µL of reaction 

mixture containing an appropriate buffer; then 200 µM each dNTP, 0.4 mM each 

forward and reverse primer, and 0.25 U Takara Ex Taq. The process of the PCR 

cycling conditions was carried by the follows; initial denaturation at 95 ̊C for 5 

minutes, 35 cycles of 95 ̊C for 30 seconds, 55 ̊C for 30 s, and 72 ̊C for 30 s, final 

extension at 72 ̊C for 10 min. For detection of rotavirus RNA, PCR Thermal Cycler 

Dice (Takara Bio Inc.) was also used for the detection of RV RNA using the primer 

pair adopted from Zheng et al. (2008). The 2 µL of extracted RNA was mixed with 18 

µL of reaction mixture containing an appropriate buffer QIAGEN Onestep RT-PCR 

Kit. The steps of PCR cycling conditions include: reverse transcription 50 ˚C, 30 

minutes, initial denaturation at 95 ̊C for 15 minutes, 30 cycles of 95  ̊C for 1 minute, 

60  ̊C for 1 min, and 72 ̊C for 1 min, final extension at 72 ̊C for 10 min. The PCR 
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products were visualized in 2% agarose gel with ethidium bromide after separation by 

electrophoresis. All results were calculated as most probable number (MPN) unit. 

3.2.4 Theoretical calculation of virus adsorption and inactivation  
Generally, the pathogen adsorption is described by the Freudlich isotherm (Gerba and 

Landce, 1978). The Freundlich isotherm is an empirical equation that has been 

frequently applied to describe attachment of viruses to soil (Chrysikopoulos and 

Aravantinou, 2012). The Freundlich equation is 

     qe=kfC1/n                                                               (3.1) 

Where q is the number of mass of adsorbate per mass of adsorbent (q is the number of 

virus per gram soil), ���kf is the constant related to the enthalpy of adsorption which 

indicated the adsorption capacity, ���C is the concentration of the adsorbate, ���1/n is a 

measure of the affinity of adsorption. Typically, the equation can be linearized by a 

log-log plot version as 

                                                                                         (3.2) 

Inactivation rate coefficient for free viruses in water (µl), and inactivation rate 

coefficient for free viruses in suspension with soil (µeff) were calculated as a time 

dependent first order reduction with a constant rate coefficient (µ) (Hiatt. 1964) as  

                      (3.3) 

3.2.5 Statistical analysis 
Results were statistically analyzed using ANOVA to determine any significant 

differences between the temperature conditions (4-37˚C) regarding to the virus 

inactivation rate. Correlation and determination factors were also used to evaluate if 

the various parameters tested were correlated. Regression analysis and ANOVA with 

a confidence level of 95% were used to confirm or deny the correlation.  
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3.3 Results of virus adsorption and inactivation by batch experiment 

3.3.1 Virus adsorption isotherm 
The adsorption characteristics of AdVF and RV were evaluated in the short-term 

batch test. The results revealed that the time to reach apparent equilibrium in all tests 

was less than 10 min (results was shown in Appendix A). The log10-log10 plots of q 

versus C were showed in Figure 3.1. These parameters were described in Eq. 3.2 

regarding to virus adsorption in soil by real-time (RT)PCR data. It can be said that 

adsorption results of both virus types were described by Freundlich isotherm because 

the adsorption mechanism is typically governed by chemical interaction between 

virus and adsorbent surface (John and Rose 2005). The log kf and 1/n were obtained 

from the y-interception and the slope of the graph log10-log10 plots of q versus C, 

respectively. Freundlich constant or kf of AdVF in sand and weathered granite soil 

were calculated from the graph in Figure 3.1 to be 16 and 125 mL/g, respectively. The 

kf values of RV in sand and weathered granite soil were estimated to be 16 and 40 

mL/g, respectively. The 1/n values represented the degree of adsorption and 1/n 

values of RV with 1.0 were lower than that of AdVF with 1.7 in both cases of sand 

and weathered granite soil. Thus, those of weathered granite soil samples were higher 

than that of sand samples for both cases of RV and AdVF adsorption.  

 
Figure 3.1: The Freudlich isotherm of AdVF in sand (A) and weathered granite soil (B) and 

RV in sand (C) and weathered granite soil (D) 
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3.3.2 Effect of temperature on virus adsorption 
To investigate the effect of temperature on virus adsorption, the contact time of the 

batch experiments was extended to approximately 56 days. Figure 3.2 shows log10 

removals of RV and AdVF quantified by real-time (RT)PCR in different 

temperatures. Both virus adsorptions in the weathered granite soil were better than in 

the sand. These differences of virus adsorption onto soils were statistically significant 

(p<0.05, two-tailed t-test). Many studies agree with the concept that the viruses tend 

to adsorb to a surface fraction of soils, which have higher cation exchange capacity 

(CEC) (Burge and Enkiri, 1978), exchangeable iron (Gerba et al., 1981) and higher 

specific area (Moore et al., 1982). In this study, the adsorption experiments possibly 

showed that major factor of virus adsorption were virus type and soil type. The 

viruses (AdVF and RV) adsorption in weathered granite soil was higher than in the 

sand, because CEC and specific area and organic matter in the weathered granite soil 

are higher than in the sand. On the other hand, for the same soil type, the removals at 

various temperature conditions tended to be similar for both viruses. The removals of 

AdVF and RV were slightly affected by temperature ranging from 4 to 37 °C.  

 
 
Figure 3.2:  AdVF adsorption and RV virus adsorption: the left side is the AdVF adsorption 

onto sand and weathered granite soil at 4˚C, 15˚C, 25˚C and 37˚C, respectively. The right side 

is the RV adsorption onto sand and weathered granite soil at 4˚C, 15˚C, 25˚C and 37˚C, 

respectively. 
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3.3.3 Virus inactivation results 

3.3.3.1 Modified integrated cell culture with PCR for infectious virus detection 
For the modified method of infectious AdVF detection by ICC-PCR, the proper 

conditions such as incubation time for the infectious virus detection was determined. 

Firstly, the stock of AdVF was diluted into 10-2-fold to 10-7-fold and added to the 

Caco-2 cell with 2-day incubation. The result was shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Infectious AdV40 detection by ICC-PCR with different dilutions of stock 

AdV40 

 

The result showed the detection of infectious AdVF only for 100 times dilution. This 

means that it may not be enough to detect in a lower concentration of AdVF. For 

improving the sensitivity of infectious virus detection, the increase of the incubation 

time is one important factor. However, Caco-2 was damaged over 8 days. Thus, the 

experiment with the incubation time of 5-7 days was examined with the stock AdV40 

10-1 to 10-4 dilution.  

The detection method of infectious RV was described by Farkas (2013). That study 

suggested a 7-day incubation for RV. Moreover, the MA104 cell was totally damaged 

over 8 days. Thus, the infectious RV detection with the incubation time of 5-7 days 

was examined with the stock RV 10-1 to 10-4 dilution.  
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Figure 3.4: Caco-2 cell and MA104 cell morphology change. (a) the Caco-2 cell in 
good condition (control), (b) the Caco-2 cell with cytopatic effect after 7 day-
incubation, (c) the MA104 in good condition control, (d) the MA 104 cell after 7-day 
incubation with all cytopatic effect.  
 

Figure 3.4 shows the cytopathic changes associated with the culture of adenovirus and 

rotavirus in susceptible cells. Uninfected cells in the control appear as a confluent 

monolayer. Cells infected with adenovirus typically become degraded and detach of 

the monolayer can be observed. The cells infected with rotavirus that become 

damaged may be observed. The experiment was incubated using a 7 day-incubation 

period but 100% of cell was lost and damaged. Thus, the 7 day-incubation seems to 

be the limit of virus incubation after post infection. The ICC-(RT)-PCR was selected 

to detect infectious viruses; however, the suitable post-incubation time after the virus 

adsorbed to the cell should be quantified. The MPNIU can be calculated from the 

positive results with a different three dilution. The results were expressed as 

MPNIU/L, and only one MPN value was obtained for each sample due to the high 

labor intensiveness of replication of the MPNIU cell culture experiments. The 

positive flasks were used for the ICC-PCR assay to determine the occurrence of 

infectious AdVF and RV in water samples. The results were shown in Table 3.4. 

 

 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  
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Table 3.4: the results of infectious viruses detection by ICC-(RT)-PCR with different 

post incubation time  
Dilution 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 MPNIU/mL 
AdVF      
5-day 0/3 0/3 3/3 3/3 300 
6-day 0/3 0/3 3/3 3/3 300 
7-day 0/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 3000 
RV      
5-day 0/3 0/3 0/3 2/3 11.25 
6-day 0/3 0/3 0/3 3/3 28.75 
7-day 0/3 0/3 3/3 3/3 300 

 

The results of a 7-day post incubation is the highest number for AdVF and RV 

infection with 3000 and 300 MPN/mL of infectious AdVF and RV, respectively. The 

7-day incubation was selected for inactivation batch experiment and also in the pilot 

plant for infections virus detection. 

3.3.3.2 Effect of temperature on the inactivation rate of rotavirus and enteric 
adenovirus 

From the batch experiments, the results obtained show that removals of viruses were 

dominated by the adsorption mechanism during the early stage of the experiment. 

Therefore, in order to reduce the effect of adsorption, the first day was neglected, and 

the data of the 2nd day sample was set as the initial concentration (C0). The ratios of 

virus infectivity to the initial concentration (C/C0) were plotted based on Eq.3.3 as 

shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Several studies reported that infectious viruses could 

survive in the environment, such as groundwater, for longer than 1000 days (Payment 

& Locas, 2011). The obtained results revealed that the infectivity of RV and AdVF 

greatly decreased during the initial stage followed by gradual decrease.  
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Figure 3.5: Inactivation of RV under batch conditions with sand (left column ■), with 
weathered granite soil (middle column ◆) and without sand or weathered granite soil 
(only A2O water) (right column ○) at variable temperatures of 4˚C (a, e, i), 15˚C (b, f, 
j), 25˚C (c, g, k) and 37˚C (d, h, l).  
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Figure 3.6: Inactivation of AdVF 40 in batch conditions with sand (left column ■), 
with weathered granite soil (middle column ◆) and without sand or weathered 
granite soil (only A2O water) (right column ○) at variable temperatures of 4˚C (a, e, 
i), 15˚C (b, f, j), 25˚C (c, g, k) and 37˚C (d, h, l). 

The inactivation rate coefficient for free viruses in suspension with soils (µeff) and in 

liquid phase (µl) were evaluated from curve fitting and calculated from eq.3.3. All the 

inactivation rate coefficients were presented on Table 3.5. The results demonstrated 

that the inactivation rate coefficient for the both free viruses (RV and AdVF) in 

suspension with soils (µeff) and in liquid phase (µl) gradually increased with the 

increase of temperature.  Nevertheless, the inactivation rate coefficients for the free 

RV and AdVF in liquid phase (µl) were frequently higher than in the suspension with 
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sand or weathered granite soil. These may suggest that the weathered granite soil and 

sand could protect the virus inactivation. 

The RV and AdVF inactivation rate coefficients as 37˚C condition seem to be higher 

than with other temperatures. Even though this study observation agreed with the 

previous reports that high temperature enhanced virus inactivation (John and Rose, 

2005), the significant correlation between temperatures (ranging from 4 °C to 37°C) 

and virus inactivation rates could run the statistical analysis with ANOVA two factor 

test at confidential level of 95% as shown in Appendix B. The analyses concludes that 

there is no significant difference in the yields of virus inactivation by the different 

temperature of 4-37˚C at p>0. 05. The significant effect of virus inactivation is the 

time in the AdVF and RV batch experiment at p<0.05. Moreover, all inactivation 

results, clearly show that a large number of viruses can be inactivated during the first 

21 days.  
Table 3.5: the summary of virus adsorption and inactivation parameters 

 
Parameters RV AdVF 

Temperature 4˚C 15˚C 25˚C 37˚C 4˚C 15˚C 25˚C 37˚C 
Inactivation rate 
coefficient of Free virus 
in liquid phase [µl] 
(day-1) (in A2O water) 

0.122 0.162 0.146 0.165 0.076 0.076 0.091 0.103 

Virus inactivation with sand 
Overall inactivation 
[µeff] (day-1) 0.075 0.098 0.107 0.114 0.064 0.064 0.064 0.080 

Equilibrium constant 
[keq] (mL/g) 16 16 

Virus inactivation with weathered granite soil 
Overall inactivation 
[µeff] (day-1) 0.091 0.096 0.108 0.120 0.063 0.062 0.070 0.075 

Equilibrium constant 
[keq] (mL/g) 40 125 

3.4 Discussions 
The virus type is an important factor for virus adsorption and inactivation. This study 

found that the AdVF has a higher potential to be adsorbed onto sand and weathered 

granite soil than RV. It may be because of its isoelectric point of the viruses. Different 

viruses have different isoelectric points. The isoelectric point of AdVF is 6.8 

(Seiradake and Cusak, 2005) but the isoelectric point of RV is 4.5 (Gutierrez et al., 

2009), which makes RV to negatively charged in A2O water of pH 6.4. However, the 

soil and sand components usually are negatively charged in this pH range. Then 

negative charge of RV, in soil will push each other or RV can be adsorbed by the 
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minor but positively charged components. But for the AdVF this is nearly their 

isoelectric point, which means that the AdVF will become a no charge making the 

remove of AdVF easier than the RV. When we compare the soil materials for virus 

adsorption, the results show that the weathered granite soil has a higher capacity to 

adsorb the viruses. This is due to the fact that the soil characteristics, such as the 

specific surface, of weathered granite soil are better than sand. Also, the cation 

exchange capacity (CEC) is higher than in the sand, which contributes to the virus 

adsorption capacity. 

The results of virus inactivation experiment showed that the inactivation rates of 

AdVF were in the range of 0.076-0.103 day-1 in treated A2O water (µl), 0.064-0.08 

day-1 with sand (µeff,sand) and 0.062-0.075 day-1 with weathered granite soil (µeff,s oil). 

Sidhu and Toze (2012) studied the inactivation of several pathogens in groundwater at 

pH 7.24 and 22 ˚C. The study also tested Adenovirus 41 (AdV41) and the inactivation 

rate (µl) of AdV41 was 0.108 day-1 in their batch experiment. This inactivation rate is 

higher than that in the A2O water at 25 ˚C in this study.  

Also inactivation rates of RV were in the ranged of 0.122-0.165 day-1 in A2O water 

(µl)  to 0.075-0.114 day-1 with sand (µeff,sand) and 0.091-0.120 day-1 with soil (µeff, soil). 

Pancorbo et al. (1987) studied the RV with Wa strain inactivation in different water 

samples including groundwater at pH 6.7 and secondary wastewater at pH 6.6 at 

20˚C. The RV inactivation rates were 0.36 and 0.33 day-1 in groundwater and 

secondary wastewater, respectively (Pancorbo et al., 1987). When compared with the 

RV inactivation rate in Pancorbo’s study, the RV inactivation rate in the present study 

is lower. It may be because the quality of water was different. The difference in the 

virus inactivation rates can be attributed to differences in the chemical and biological 

properties of the water employed (Pancorbo et al., 1987).  

The temperature condition between 4-37 ˚C showed no significant effect on AdVF 

and RV virus inactivation. Although, the highest inactivation in all virus inactivation 

experiment condition was found at 37˚C. The statistical analysis (p>0.05), this may 

suggest that the inactivation rate of AdVF and RV in sand and soil were not 

temperature-sensitive as same pathogenic viruses, such as Hepatitis A virus (HAV) 

(Schijven et al., 2000). It may be because these viruses are human enteric viruses that 

can endure in the human body temperature. Thus, the temperature up to 37˚C has no 
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significant effect on the viruses. Probably, the fast inactivation of those viruses 

mainly occurs at a temperature above 50 °C (Bertrand et al., 2012). This may 

demonstrate the importance of exploring the virus inactivation rate coefficient for 

target viruses based on the characteristics of a specific site. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first work that shows the inactivation rate coefficients of AdVF 

and RV, based on soils collected in Japan.  

 

The inactivation rate coefficient of RV was slightly higher than those of AdVF under 

all conditions. At 4 ˚C, the lowest µeff of RV in the sand and weathered granite soil 

were 0.075 and 0.091 day-1, respectively, whereas the lowest µeff of AdVF of those 

soil types were 0.064 and 0.063 day-1, respectively.  Obviously, the inactivation rate 

coefficient of AdVF in this study is higher than those of AdV2 reported by Ogorzaly 

et al. (2010), as 0.017 day-1 at 4˚C and 0.064 day-1 at 20˚C in groundwater. Because of 

the different water quality, the virus inactivation rate coefficient may be variable even 

in the same species of virus.  This information indicated that the virus types influence 

the viral inactivation efficiencies.  

 

Moreover, the soil and sand could protect the viruses from inactivation because the 

data shows that faster inactivation of the virus occurs in A2O water without sand or 

weathered granite soil. The obtained data of inactivation rate coefficients in this study 

can be applied to estimate the risk of AdVF and RV treated by SAT. However, the 

use of these data for estimating infection risks of the viruses should be limited 

because of the condition of this experiment, focused on the common soils (weathered 

granite soil and sand) in Japan. The adsorption and inactivation of the viruses in this 

study are the first step to estimate the efficiency of the SAT process to reduce virus in 

Japan.  

3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the rotavirus and enteric adenovirus adsorption and inactivation 

efficiency were estimated. The adsorption and inactivation mechanisms depended on 

both soils and virus types. The results demonstrated that infectious AdV40 were more 

stable than the infectious RV at the same temperatures (4-37˚C). The AdV40 

adsorption was higher than RV in sand and weathered granite soil. It is because 

AdV40 has higher isoelectric point than RV.  The AdV40 adsorption was 0.6 to 3.2 
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log10 in sand and 1.5 to 3.9 log10 in weathered granite soil. The adsorption of RV was 

0.2 to 1.5 log10 in sand and 0.8 to 2.4 log10 in weathered granite soil. For virus 

inactivation, RV was higher than AdV40 in sand, weathered granite soil and A2O 

water. Moreover, sand and weathered granite soil can protect AdV40 and RV 

inactivation.  

This study provided useful information about human enteric viruses (RV and AdV40) 

adsorption and inactivation characteristics for the virus transportation model in sand 

and weathered granite soil, which is an essential part of viral risk assessment.  
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Chapter 4 

Reduction of enteric viruses in secondary wastewater 
effluent in soil aquifer treatment 

4.1 Introduction 
The fate of human enteric viruses in Soil Aquifer treatment (SAT) is the focus of this 

study. Since inactivation and adsorption are the main mechanisms of virus reduction 

in SAT (Yates et al., 1987), the adsorption and inactivation rate constants were 

estimated by batch experiments in Chapter 3. In the complicated system as in treated 

wastewater, the virus removal behavior may be different from batch experiment 

(Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000). Real viruses in the treated wastewater need to 

study. Many laboratory studies on the fate and transport of viruses in soil or porous 

media have usually been conducted with column experiments, and it is known that a 

column length less than one meter does not represent the virus reduction in the field 

(Pang, 2009). Therefore, a relatively long (i.e., 2.37 m) pilot-scale SAT column was 

used in this study. This chapter aims to quantify the enteric virus concentrations in the 

treated wastewater after A2O process and to determine the removal and inactivation 

capacity of the viruses in SAT.  

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Sampling site and sample preparation 
The pilot-scale column of SAT was operated at the Toba Wastewater Environment 

Conservation Center, Kyoto City, Japan. The treated wastewater from A2O process 

has been pumped continuously into the column as the SAT influent.  The influent and 

effluent samples were collected twice a month between July 2013 and March 2015. 

The SAT column had an unsaturated zone 0.17 m from the top layer and the hydraulic 

retention time was approximately 28 days. The schematic of SAT is illustrated in 

Figure 4.1. The characteristics of packing material (i.e., sand) are mentioned in 

Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.1: The schematic of the pilot-scale SAT reactor 
 

Table 4.1: The specific conditions of the SAT column 
Soil type Sand 
Influent flow rate 46 mL/min 
Effluent flow rate  46 mL/min 
Reactor construction W 1.5 mx D1.5 mx H 3.0 m 
Soil Height 2.37 m 
Water level 2.20 m 
Sampling site 1.50 m 

 

4.2.2 Sample concentration 
The virus concentration in the SAT effluent was very low and sample concentration 

was required. For this purpose, ultrafiltration (UF) was applied for primary 

concentration. Subsequently, Polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation method was 

used as a secondary concentration as shown in Figure 4.2. Before use, the UF 

(Pellicon 2, Millipore with 50 kDa MWCO of membrane filter) was rinse with MilliQ 

water several times, followed by 0.1 N H3PO4 and 250 mg/L NaOCl solution to 

remove the contaminants, such as organic matter and other viruses. During UF 

process, 50 L of raw samples were concentrated down to 1 L. In the case of the SAT 

influent samples, PEG precipitation was applied to these samples. 
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Figure 4.2: The diagram of virus concentration method. 
 

The protocol of PEG precipitation method is shown in Figure 4.3. This method was 

modified from procedure reported by Hewitt et al. (2011). The pH of samples was 

adjusted to the range of 7.0 and 7.2. Then 2% NaCl and 8% polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) 6000 molecular biology grade (SERVA Electrophoresis) were completely 

dissolved in the samples. These samples were stored at 4 ˚C over night. On the 

following day, the samples were centrifuged at 10,000 × g at 4 ˚C for 45 min. The 

supernatant was discarded and the obtained pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of 

sterilized phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7.2. After the pH of the samples 

reached the range of 7.0 and 8.0, the samples were dispersed by ultra-sonication for 2 

min. Subsequently, samples were shaken at room temperature for 1 h with every 15 

min of vortexing to elute the virus from the pellet. After that, the samples were 

sonicated again for another 2 min and centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 20 min. Two 

milliliters chloroform was added and mixed vigorously for 15 min, then centrifuged at 

1200 × g for 10 min. The chloroform phase was discarded by aspiration. This 

chloroform extraction was repeated twice. Antibiotic solution (GIBCOTM) containing 

pennicilin-streptomycin-amphotericin was added to the samples at the final 

concentration of 1% in order to reduce any chances of microbial contamination. After 

that, the concentrated samples were stored at -80 ˚C until use.  

 

Figure 4.3: PEG precipitation diagram and virus purification 
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4.2.3 Viruses detection 
a) Determination of virus concentration by qPCR 
Before analyzing the samples by qPCR, DNA/RNA extraction is required as was 

mentioned in Chapter 3 in 3.2.3. Although the PCR assay provides rapid virus 

detection, the presence of PCR inhibitors in water samples resulting from the 

concentration method was the major drawback of this method (Lewis et al., 1988). 

The presence of endogenous inhibitors in the concentrated samples can be detected by 

spiking a known amplifiable target and its respective primers. In this study, the 

primer-sharing controls (PSCs) were selected as an endogenous inhibitor control 

(internal inhibitor control for virus detection) (Hata et al., 2011) for both of AdVF and 

RV because they can make the specific sequences for the virus types. The PSC 

sequences and qPCR mixture used in this study were shown in Table 4.2 and 4.3 

(Kunimoto, 2015). 

Table 4.2: Primers and probes sequences used for qPCR 

Virus Primer/Probe Sequence Target Reference 

AdV-F 

Forward primer 
(AdVF-F) 5’-GCA GGA CGC CTC GGA GTA-3’ 

Hexon 
gene 
(128bp) 

Heim et al 
(2003) 

Reverse primer 
(AdVF-R 

5’-TGT CTG TGG TTA CAT CGT GGG 
T-3’ 

Probe (AdVF-P) FAM-TAC TTC AGC CTG GGG AAC 
AAG TTC AGA AA-NFQ-MGB 

PSC-Probe 
(FAdvP-PSC) 

VIC-TGG TTC TCT CCG AAA TAG 
ATT TAG GGC TA-NFG-MGB 

 PSC-DNA  

GCAGGACGCCTCGGAGTATCTGAG
CCCGGGCCTGGTGCAATTTGCCCG 
CGCCACCGATACGTGGTTCTCTCCGA
AATAGATTTAGGGCTATCCCACTG 
TGGCTCCGACCCACGATGTAACCA
CAGACA  

 Kunimoto 
(2015) 

RV 

Forward primer 
(Rota-NSP3-F) 

5’-ACC ATC TAC ACA TGA CCC TCT 
ATG AG-3’ 

NSP3 
(87bp) Zeng (2008) 

Reverse primer 
(Rota-NSP3-R 

5’ GGT CAC ATA ACG CCC CTA TAG 
C-3’ 

Probe(NSP3-P) FAM-AGT TAA AAG CTA ACA CTG 
TCA AA-MGB 

PSC-Probe (NSP3-
PSC) 

VIC-TGG TTC TCT CCG AAA TAG 
ATT TAG GGC TA-NFG-MGB 

 PSC-RNA  

ACCATCTACACATGACCCTCTATG
AGCACAATGGTTCTCTCCGAAATAGA 
TTTAGGGCTAAAATGGCTATAGGGG
CGGTTTGTGACC 

 Kunimoto 
(2015) 

 
A: Bold is primer annealing site, Italic probe hybridization site 
Reference gene GenBank accession number DQ315364.2��� 
Reference gene GenBank accession number EU984100.1  
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Table 4.3: The mixture chemical for qPCR detection of RV and AdVF 
 

Duplex qRT-PCR of RV detection mixture   
 

Duplex qPCR of AdVF detection mixture 

Chemicals Volume 
(µL) Chemicals Volume 

(µL) 
2xBuffer 10 Nuclease-free water 2 
Forward Primer (10µL) 1.8 Environmental Master Mix2.0 10 Reverse Primer (10µL) 1.8 
RV-Probe (10µL) 0.5 Forward Primer (10µL) 1.6 
PSC-Probe (10µL) 0.5 Reverse Primer (10µL) 1.6 
Nuclease-free water 0.5 Probe (5µM) 0.4 
40x Enzyme mix 0.5 PSC-DNA Probe (5µL) 0.4 
PSC-RNA (100 copies) 2 PSC-DNA (100 copies) 2 
RNA Template 2 DNA Template 2 
Total 20 Total 20 

 

To evaluate the magnitude of the inhibition effect on PCR detection according to the 

concentration method, PSCs were performed as mentioned previously. AdVF and RV 

detected by qPCR was carried out in duplex-(RT)-PCR using the PSC-DNA and PSC-

RNA, respectively. For the evaluation of the PCR inhibitory effect, the PSCs were 

synthesized by the Hokkaido System Science and were measured at the same time as 

an internal control. PSCs have been spiked 100 copies/well. If the PSCs 

concentrations were below 10 (PCR inhibition), the samples needed to be diluted and 

analyzed again until the concentration of PSCs is under 10 copies/µL. 

 

b) Determination of infectious viruses by ICC-(RT)-PCR 

The concentrated samples, which had been purified with chloroform, were directly 

detected by ICC-(RT)-PCR, without DNA/RNA extraction. The procedure of this 

method had been described in 3.2.3. 

 

c) DOC measurement 

Dissolve organic carbon (DOC) in the SAT influent and effluent samples were 

measured by a TOC-L analyzer (Shimadzu, Japan). The samples were filtered through 

a glass fiber filter with a 0.45 µm pore size and subsequently measured by the TOC-L 

analyzer.  
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4.3 Results  

4.3.1 DOC removal during SAT and one-year temperature profile in the SAT 
effluents  
DOC data were collected from September 2012 to November 2014. The efficiency of 

the DOC removal has been calculated by pairing 1-month data between the SAT 

influent and the SAT effluent to account for the retention time of the SAT system. 

After pairing the data, the DOC removal was 69.6-89.3% (mean 80.1% or 0.63 log10) 

and the DOC concentrations in the SAT effluent were really stable (0.4-1.0 mgC/L). 

In short, SAT could be an effective treatment to remove DOC (Figure 4.4). 

 

Figure 4.4: DOC concentration with 1-month pairing data of SAT influent and 
effluent sample for estimating the its removal 

The SAT system could reduce the DOC concentration in SAT effluent down to 1 

mgC/L or lower. Moreover, the DOC removal rate can be estimated with the first 

order reduction rate equation as in eq. 3.3. The DOC reduction rate was 

approximately 0.056 day-1. 

Water temperature is a significant parameter for virus inactivation in soil as 

mentioned in Chapter 2. Temperature data in the SAT effluent was collected from 

October 2012 to March 2014 (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5: Temperature profile in SAT effluent from October 2012 to March 2014 

The temperature increased up to 32 ˚C in the summer season from June to September, 

and it also decreased to 8 ˚C in the winter (January). From the stable DOC removal 

during the SAT, it can be said that the temperature has no major effect for DOC 

removal in the SAT system. 

4.3.2 The effect of PCR inhibition on the SAT samples 
 
PSCs data are shown in Figure 4.6. As previously mentioned, PSCs of 100 copies/µL 

were added to the q(RT)PCR reaction mixture in order to assess the PCR inhibition.  

From previous researches, the inhibition occurs when the PSC concentration is less 

than 10 copies/µL. The PSCs level in concentrated SAT influent and effluent samples 

were acceptable (10 copies/µL < level <1000 copies/µL). It indicated that the PCR 

inhibitor had little effect on these target virus detection by q(RT)PCR. 
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Figure 4.6 PSCs concentration detection (All sample spike PSCs with 100 copies/µL) 

4.3.3 The virus concentrations in the SAT influent and SAT effluent samples 
The infectious virus in the SAT influent was detected by using ICC-PCR. The 

example of infectious AdVF detection is shown in Figure 4.7. Infectious RV was also 

detected by using ICC-RT-PCR and the example of infectious RV detection is shown 

in Figure 4.8. Infectious AdVF can still detected in SAT influent but it is difficult to 

detect the infectious AdVF in SAT effluent. For RV, it could not be detected 

infectious RV in most of SAT influent and effluent samples. 

 
Figure 4.7 infections AdVF detection by ICC-PCR in SAT influent (detected sample) 
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Figure 4.8 infections RV detection by ICC-PCR in SAT influent (detected sample) 

 
The recovery rates of the concentration methods are shown in Table 4.4. The 

concentrations of AdVF and RV in SAT influent and effluent were calculated using 

the recovery rates in the same period of time. 

 
Table 4.4: Recovery of adenovirus and rotavirus in SAT influent and effluent samples 

Sampling date %Recovery of AdVF %Recovery of RV 
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(PEG) 

SAT effluent 
(UF+PEG) 

SAT influent 
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SAT effluent 
(UF+PEG) 

25 Jul 2013-30 Oct 2013 24 0.073 8.6 0.075 
15 Nov 2013-28 Nov 2013 32 0.073 12 0.075 
6 Dec 2013-25 Feb 2014 32 24 12 0.37 

23 Apr 2014-22 Aug 2014 32 1.8 12 0.5 
12 Sep 2014- 10 Oct 2014 2 1.3 7.5 2.1 
22 Oct 2014- 28 Nov 2014 2 0.4 7.5 2.5 
10 Dec 2014 – 19 Dec 2014 6.1 0.4 34 2.5 
7 Jan 2015-18 March 2015 2.2 0.6 7.3 1.1 

 

a) AdVF concentration in SAT influent and effluent samples 

AdVF data were collected from July 2013 to March 2015. By qPCR, 32 of 39 influent 

samples (82%) AdVF were detected. The concentration of AdVF ranged from 8x103 

to 2x106 copies/L (mean 2x105 copies/L) in the SAT influent, as shown as the white 

columns in Figure 4.9. The infectious AdVF data were collected at the same time. By 

ICC-PCR, 22 of 36 samples (61%) were positive for infectious AdVF. The 

concentration of infectious AdVF ranged from 10 to 4x103 MPNIU/L  (mean 8x102 

MPNIU/L) as shown in the brick columns in Figure 4.9. These data show that the 

AdVF is abundant in SAT influent (treated A2O water). In addition, the ratio of the 
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infectious AdVF	 to the genome based AdVF was estimated to be in the range of 

0.00004 and  0.145 (mean 0.02).  

 

 
Figure 4.9 AdVF and infectious AdVF in SAT influent samples 

 

For AdVF in SAT effluent, the data were collected in the same period for AdVF in 

the SAT influent. For 26 of 36 samples (72%), AdVF was detected by qPCR. The 

concentration of AdVF ranged from 6x102 copies/L to 8x104 copies/L (mean 9x103 

copies/L) in the SAT effluent samples as shown in Figure 4.10. By ICC-PCR 5 of 31 

samples (16%) were positive for AdVF. The infectious AdVF concentration ranged 

from 5 to 100 MPNIU/L (mean 40 MPNIU/L). The ratio of infectious AdVF to the 

genome-based concentration was estimated to be in the range of 0.0005 and  0.0015 

(mean 0.001).  

 
Figure 4.10 AdVF and infectious AdVF in SAT effluent samples 
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b) RV concentration in SAT influent and effluent samples 

RV data in SAT influent was collected from July 2013 to March 2015.  The qRT-PCR 

analysis found that 35 of 39 samples (89%) were positive for RV. The concentration 

of RV ranged from 2x103 to 6x105 copies/L (mean 1x105 copies/L) in the SAT 

influent (the white columns in Figure 4.11). Moreover, the infectious RV data 

collected from April 2014 to March 2015. By ICC-RT-PCR, 3 of 37 samples (8%) 

were positive for infectious RV. The concentration of infectious RV ranged from 22 

to 73 MPNIU/L  (mean 51 MPNIU/L) (the brick columns in Figure 4.11). These data 

show that the genomes of RV are abundant in SAT influent (treated A2O water), but 

RV lost their infectivity during wastewater treatment processes. In addition, the ratio 

of the infectious RV to the total RV (genome based concentration) was estimated to 

be in the range of 0.001 to 0.005 (mean 0.003). Infectious RV was detected only in 

October, November and December in SAT influent samples. This period marks the 

beginning of winter in Japan. 

 

 
Figure 4.11 RV and infectious RV in SAT influent samples 

 
For RV in SAT effluent, the data was collected at the same time as RV in SAT 

influent. The qPCR analysis found that 36 of 39 samples (92%) were positive for RV. 

The concentration of RV ranged from 7x102 copies/L to 2x105 copies/L (mean 3x104 

copies/L) in the SAT effluent samples as shown in Figure 4.12. In addition, infectious 

RV was collected in the same period as the SAT influent samples. By ICC-RT-PCR, 

2 of 25 samples (8%) were positive for RV. The infectious RV concentrations were 8 
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MPNIU/L in both samples. The ratio of infectious RV to total RV ranged from 0.0004 

to 0.004 (mean 0.0024).  

 
Figure 4.12 RV and infectious RV in SAT effluent samples 

 

4.3.4 Virus removal in the SAT  
To estimate the removal efficiency of the SAT, each qPCR concentration data 

(genome base) of influent and effluent were paired with an interval of 28 days (i.e.,  

HRT obtained from the bromide tracer test). Eighteen paring data of AdVF of SAT 

influent and effluent samples were plotted in a column char as shown in Figure 4.13, 

and the removal of AdVF was calculated. The results showed that the highest and 

lowest removal capacity of the SAT was 2.24 and 0.09 log10, respectively. The 

average removal of AdVF was 0.72 log10. 
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Figure 4.13 AdVF influent and effluent with 1-month pairing data of influent and 

effluent sample for estimating the its removal 

 
The removal efficiency of RV in SAT during the period of May-July 2014 was paired 

with an interval of 28 days (i.e., HRT of the system). Sixteen pairing data of RV were 

plotted in the column chart as shown in Figure 4.13. The highest RV virus removal 

capacity of ranged from -0.55 log10 to 1.45 log10 (mean 0.15 log). However, few 

pairing data showed the negative removal. This indicated that the SAT sand column 

has low potential to adsorb RV. The seasonal pattern of regarding the presence of RV 

concentration may not conclude in this observation by genome data. 

 

Figure 4.14: RV influent and effluent with 1-month pairing data of influent and 

effluent sample for estimating its removal 
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4.3.5 The relationship between the virus removal and other parameters (DOC 
removal and water temperature 

	  
Figure 4.15: Correlation between the log10 AdVF removal and log10 DOC removal 

(left) and log10 AdVF removal and temperature (right) in the SAT column 

 

The log10 DOC removal and the log10 AdVF removal at the same period are plotted in 

Figure 4.15. There is weak positive linear association between the log10 removal of 

AdVF in the SAT and log10 removal of DOC in the SAT. The value of R2 is 0.28.  

 

The water temperature and the log10 AdVF removal at the same period are plotted in 

the Figure 4.15. There is no linear association (the value of the R2 is 0.007).  

	  
Figure 4.16: Correlation between the log10 RV removal and log10 DOC removal (left) 

and log10 RV removal and temperature (right) in the SAT column 

	  

Neither temperature nor DOC removal were found to affect RV removal during SAT 

as shown in Figure 4.16. Thr R2 values showed that the relation between virus 
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removal and temperature is not significant (0.01) as same as the virus removal and 

DOC removal (0.02).  

4.3.6 Virus inactivation in the SAT 
The reduction (removal and inactivation) capacity of AdVF and RV can be estimated 

by the ICC-(RT)-PCR. However, the data of infectious viruses are limited. After 

pairing between influent and effluent samples, with an interval of 28 days (i.e., 

retention time), Only 4 data for AdVF and 2 data for RV are available (Figure 4.15), 

and the reduction capacity of AdVF ranged from 1.28 log10 to 2.03 log10 (mean 1.88 

log10 reduction). In addition, RV reductions were 0.43 and 0.96 log10. The 

inactivations of viruses in SAT are shown in the Figure 4.17. 

 
Figure 4.17 Infectious viruses with 1-month paring data of influent and effluent 

samples for estimating the inactivation capacity  

 

The ICC-(RT)-PCR showed the whole reduction of the viruses (removal and 

inactivation). To estimate only inactivation rates, the data of qPCR gathered on the 

same date was used for calculation, as shown in Table 4.5. The calculation of all rate 

coefficients follow the first order decay rate as showed in the Eq. 3.6 in Chapter 3. 

Then the inactivation rate coefficient can be estimated from all reduction rate and 

removal rate coefficients.  
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Table 4.5: Estimation of virus inactivation rates in SAT 

 

The average AdVF inactivation rate (µAdVF) was 0.06 day-1 and the RV inactivation 

rate (µRV) was 0.04 day-1.  

The AdVF inactivation rate coefficient obtained from the pilot experiment with sand 

column was nearly close to the inactivation rate coefficient obtained from the batch 

experiments (0.064 day-1at 15˚C) in Chapter 3. 

In the case of RV, there is only one data for RV virus inactivation rate coefficient that 

can be estimated in the same sampling date and time.  Moreover, most SAT influent 

and effluent samples cannot detect infectious RV. Furthermore, the inactivation rate 

coefficient of the RV obtained from the pilot experiment (0.04 day-1 was totally 

different from batch experiment (0.098 day-1 at 15˚C).   

4.4 Discussions 
The concentration of AdVF ranged from 8x103 to 2x106 copies/L and RV ranged from 

2x103 to 6x105 copies/L in the secondary treated wastewater in this study. The 

concentrations of AdVF and RV were higher than in any other study. It might be 

because of the different area that leads to different water condition and virus 

inactivation. Katayama et al. (2008) investigated AdVF in several types of water 

including raw sewage, secondary treated sewage, and river water. The Katayama 

study of secondary sewage in Japan found that the concentration range of AdVF was 

1.03x104-2.48x105 PCR units/L.  Haramoto (2007) reported that the AdVF in 

secondary treated sewage before chlorination was 6.x10-1-4.1x103 PDU (PCR-

detection unit)/L. Moreover, Fong (2010) reported that AdVF concentration ranged 

between 1.05x103 and 4.42x104 viruses/L in the secondary effluent. A seasonal trend 

was not observed for the concentration of adenovirus DNA in wastewater samples. 

Virus date 
(mm/dd/yy) 

SAT inf. 
(MPN/L) 

SAT eff. 
(MPN/L) 

Over-all 
reduction 

rate (day-1) 

SAT inf. 
(copies/L) 

SAT eff. 
(copies/L) 

Removal 
rate (day-1) 

Inactivation 
rate (day-1) 

 
AdVF 

 
 

11/15/13 7.7 x102 7.0 0.17 3.5 x104 2.8 x103 0.09 0.09 

12/26/13 3.7 x102 4.0 0.16 5.5 x104 8.1 x103 0.07 0.09 

9/19/14 3.2 x103 4.0x101 0.16 2.2 x104 1.8 x103 0.09 0.07 

2/20/15 1.2 x102 6.0x101 0.11 2.0 x104 8.3 x104 0.11 0.00 

RV 10/10/14 2.2 x102 8.0 0.04 2.0 x104 2.0 x104 0.00 0.04 
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This pattern was also observed in this study, in the way the adenovirus DNA was 

constant in the entire year of the SAT influent samples. 

RV is most frequently detected in the winter and rarely detected in the summer 

months in the temperate zone by etiology studies (Cook et al., 1990). There is no data 

available for RV concentration in the sewage and secondary sewage in Japan. 

However, RV in secondary sewage was reported to be 4.0x102-5.0x104 copies/L and 

1x100-3x101 PFU/L in secondary treated sewage in China (Li et al., 2010). The 

seasonal trend was observed in the RV concentration. Especially in winter, it is 

relatively high (Li et al., 2010). In this study, infectious RV can be detected only from 

October to December, the beginning of winter in Japan. It seems to be the same 

seasonal pattern as in Li’s study. Furthermore, the infectious RV was rarely detected 

in SAT influent samples. It has possibility of high removal and inactivation of RV 

during the wastewater treatment plant.  

 

In the present study, SAT sand column longer than 1 meter was used to achieve more 

reliable virus removal. The results of virus removal in this column experiment were 

totally different from the batch experiment in Chapter 3.  The removal efficiencies of 

both viruses were lower than the batch experiment. Page et al. (2010) reported that the 

RV removal in the Tula Valley aquifer with RV was 0-0.8 log10 removal (most likely 

0.2 log10 removal). The same trend of RV virus removal was found in this study, RV 

removal ranged from -0.55 log10 to 1.45 log10 (mean 0.15 log10 removal).  

The removal of AdVF was 0.09-2.24 log10 (mean 0.73 log10 removal). Another 

research of adenovirus removal by soil aquifer treatment usually could not detect the 

adenovirus in the effluent in aquifer systems (Beleke et al., 2011). Moreover, the 

previous studies mostly use the bacteriophage as the model virus or surrogate enteric 

virus. The removal of bacteriophage also fluctuated depending on the environmental 

conditions and virus types. Thus, it is difficult to compare the AdVF removal data 

with previous study.   

The AdVF showed a higher removal than the RV in the SAT column. It might have 

been because of the isoelectric point of the viruses (6.8 IEP of AdVF, 4.5 IEP of RV, 

(Seiradake and Cusak, 2005; Gutierrez et al., 2009). The results also show the same 

trend, described in the previous part of the batch experiment in 3.4 of Chapter 3.  
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The effect of DOC and temperature on virus removal was evaluated in this study. 

There was no relationship between DOC and virus removal in the SAT. Also, it is 

found that the removal of the virus (genome based results) and the DOC did not 

depend on temperature.  

In addition, inactivation rate coefficient of AdVF in the column experiment is the 

same rate in the batch experiment. Due to the same conditions of A2O water and 

sand, the inactivation of AdVF just depended on time. Therefore, the inactivation rate 

of AdVF is not quite different. However, the limited data for infectious RV were 

detected in SAT influent and effluent, only one inactivation rate could be calculated. 

The RV inactivation rate was really low comparing with the batch experiment result.  

4.5 Summary 
The concentrations and reductions of AdVF and RV were investigated with a pilot –

scale SAT reactor. The infectious AdVF was 4-100 MPNIU/L but few infectious RV 

was detected in the SAT influent water. The virus reduction was described by 

removal (genome base detection) and inactivation (ICC-PCR detection). The AdVF 

overall reduction (removal and inactivation) ranged from 1.28-2.03 log10 and the RV 

reduction ranged from 0.43-0.96 log10. The reduction of the AdVF was higher than the 

RV. All infectious viruses data and the removal and inactivation of viruses in this 

study were used as an input to the model of virus transport in soil, addressed in the 

next chapter for predictive simulation of virus transport in the SAT in Japan. 
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Chapter 5 

Prediction of virus transport in soil aquifer treatment by 
numerical simulation 

5.1 Introduction 
The virus reduction in soil passage is becoming a worldwide interest, because it is 

applicable not only for the protection of groundwater but also for the treatment of 

reclaimed water that may be contaminated with pathogenic viruses from fecal sources 

(Yates, 1985; Havelaar et al., 1993). The spreading or movement of virus in soil 

porous is typically governed by the advection and dispersion processes, whereas the 

virus reduction in soil passage involves more complex interaction of several process, 

including virus adsorption and inactivation (Yates et al., 1987). Moreover, the 

irreversible removal (trapping and filtration) also affect to the virus reduction in soil 

passage (Jin et al., 1997). Therefore, many studies have been carried out for 

determination the factors contributing to virus removal in soil treatment both of 

laboratory and field scales (Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000).  

 

Virus removal and transport in soil aquifer is generally described by a differential 

equation and solved by numerical methods. One-dimensional transport equation with 

constant and steady state water flow is widely used for studying the fate and transport 

of virus in laboratory scale (Bales et al., 1997; DeBorde et al., 1999). However, under 

field conditions the temporal and spatial variations in water flow velocities often 

affect to transverse dispersion and advection, resulting in more complex behavior. 

Thus, a two-dimensional, or even a three-dimensional transport model may be more 

adequately described in field case.  

 

In the present study, the 2-D virus transport model was used as a predictive tool for 

simulating the virus reduction in Soil Aquifer Treatment (SAT) from treated 

municipal wastewater in Katsura River Basin, Kyoto, Japan. The conditions (injection 

flow rate, distance between pumping and abstraction, and water recovery) of SAT 

were varied for virus reduction simulation. The goal of this chapter is to simulate 

virus reduction profile in SAT and determine the suitable case (appropriate condition) 

for water reclamation. The model required the specific input data (specific condition 
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of virus, water and soil type and groundwater velocities) to make an accurate 

prediction of the virus reduction in SAT. The virus inactivation coefficient was 

obtained from batch experiment, whereas the virus irreversible removal coefficient 

was estimated by one-dimensional transport model, which calibrated from the data of 

the column experiment.  Subsequently, these parameters, including, simulated 

groundwater velocity in the target area, virus concentration, virus inactivation and 

removal coefficients were incorporated to perform predictive simulation by 2-D 

model. 

5.2 Theory of virus transport model in soil passage 

5.2.1 One-dimensional of virus transport model in the porous media theory 
Virus transport equation was developed from the solute transport model in the porous 

media equation with including the dispersion and advection and assumption of one-

dimensional, homogenous, steady-state water flow, saturated porous medium and 

constant velocity (Gerke and Genuchten, 1993). The equation was written as  

	  	   	   	   	   (5.1) 

 
where C is the concentration of contaminants (virus concentration (virus/L)) in the 

suspension; D (cm2/day) is the coefficient of longitudinal dispersion; t (day) is time; v 

(cm/day) is Darcy velocity; x (cm) is the distance along the vertical axis, R is the 

retardation factor. Here R is defined by the following equation: 

      (5.2) 

where the  is the dry bulk density of the soil, is the soil porosity, and keq is the 

partition coefficient. For virus transprot in the porous media,	  the retardation factor (R) 

refers to the equilibrium adsorption of virus. In most experiments conducting on virus 

movement into soil, little or no retardation was found (Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 

2000) especially in the filed scale studies the estimation of retardation factor was one 

(Pieper et al., 1997; Schijven et al., 1999). Jin et al., (1997) also estimate the 

retardation of φX174 virus and found no retardation (R=1) in any of the column 

experiments. Therefore, the retardation in this study was assumed to be 1 and 

irreversible removal process should be considered. Due to the fact that viruses is 

typically not removed by reversible adsorption, previous studies suggested that virus 

R ∂C
∂t

= D ∂
2C
∂x2

− v ∂C
∂x

R =1+ ρB
ε
keq
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reduction was highly removed by a first-order irreversible removal process, such as 

trapping and filtration (Jin et al., 1997). Form such major mechanisms, the fate and 

transport of virus in soil passage could be illustrated as shown in Figure 5.1 

	  
	  

	  
 

Figure 5.1: Fate and transport of virus in soil passage (Bradford et al., 2013) 
 

Even though some research attempted to develop a model by integrating the first 

order inactivation rate constants of free and attached viruses into such model 

(Chrysikopoulos and Sim, 1996; Sim and Chrysikopoulos, 1998), the several studies 

did not distinguish between inactivation of free and attached viruses (Yates and Yates, 

1987; Tim and Mostaghimi, 1991; Yates and Ouyang, 1992; Gitis et al., 2011; 

Chrysikopoulos and Aravantinou, 2012), as the differentiation between free and 

attached virus inactivation process obviously require more sensitive and effective 

methods for analysis the inactivation occurred in soil. Therefore, in the present study, 

the inactivation rate from both free and attached viruses were combined into only one 

inactivation rate constant. According to these mechanisms (inactivation and 

irreversible removal) without retardation, the 1-D virus transport equation becomes  

 

     (5.3) 

 
when, kirr (day-1) is the irreversible removal coefficient denoting as extra sink term (Jin 

et al., 1997; Matthess et al., 1988). µ (day-1) is first-order inactivation rate constant of 

virus. 
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5.2.2 Two-dimensional of virus transport model in the porous media theory 
The equation of virus transport in the porous media with 2-D model can be described 

as below: 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	    (5.4) 

where u and  v are the water velocity in the x- and y-direction, respectively. When x 

and y and axises are aligned with the direction of the velocity reactor in a uniform 

flow. Dx, Dy,  Dxy are the component of a dispersive coefficient in the x-, y- and xy-

coordinate directions. These components of diffusive transport can be calculated by 

following equations. 

 
 

(5.5) 
 

where αL and αTh  are a longitudinal dispersivity and a horizontal transverse 

dispersivity, respectively. Dm is termed the effective molecular diffusion coefficient, 

which it may be so small and negligible when the velocity of groundwater is high.  At 

that case, Dm is assured to be 0. However, αL and αTh can be calculated as eq.5.6 

regarding to the study of Neuman (1987, 1990):                                  

	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	     

 (5.6) 
 

αL is the longitudinal dispersivity: αTh is the horizontal transverse dispersivity,  

L is the distance between the treated sewage injection points to a particular position. 

The irreversible removal rate and the inactivation rate are grouped because both terms 

depend only on virus concentration. Thus, the equation becomes.  

	  	  	  	  	  (5.7) 

5.3 Methods 
The study aimed to simulate the fate and transport of two significant viruses, 

consisting of Adenovirus-F (AdVF) and Rotavirus (RV), in soil aquifer treatment at 
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target site by using 2-D transport model. Current study was divided into 3 parts, as 

shown in Figure 5.2. In the first part, the irreversible removal coefficient (kirr) as input 

parameter of 2-D model, was investigated according to the information from pilot-

scale SAT in Chapter 4. To estimate the kirr, a manual calibration process with trial-

and-error approach, called inverse modeling, was carried out in 1-D virus transport 

model. The numerical equation was derived by finite difference method on a python 

grogram. The calculated concentration of viruses from 1-D Model were repeatedly 

compared with the observed concentration at the outlet point until the best-fit value 

was obtained. The commonly used statistical analysis including root mean square 

error (RMSE), correlation coefficient (r), and model efficiency (EF) are determined as 

a goodness of fit criteria. 

The other significant input parameter for 2-D model is the inactivation rate coefficient 

(µ). Unlikely to kirr, these coefficients of both viruses, AdVF and RV, were obtained 

from Batch experiment under controlled conditions in Chapter 3. Due to the fact that 

the infection viruses based on ICC-PCR were rarely observed from treated wastewater 

and SAT effluent in present study; therefore, it was particularly difficult to estimate 

the actual inactivation rate coefficients from a few data of column experiment. Then, 

the inactivation rate coefficients from batch experiment were applied into 2-D model. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Diagram of approaches for simulating the virus transport in SAT 
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In the second and the third parts, the water recovery and virus removal were simulated 

based for 9-case scenarios. Water recovery was predicted for their scenarios by using 

a 2-D transport model (eq. 5.5) without inactivation and irreversible removal. At the 

same hydrological conditions, the virus concentration profiles in soil aquifer were 

simulated in the 2-D model by applying the inactivation coefficient and the 

irreversible removal coefficient obtained in the first part.  

5.3.1 One-dimensional model approach and data analysis 
a) One-dimensional model approach 

The virus transport in soil model was simulated with eq. 5.3, and the irreversible 

removal coefficient (kirr) was estimated from the experimental data in the SAT pilot 

plant column (1 month HRT) detected by qPCR (inactivation was not included i.e., 

µ=0). Therefore, the µ is equal to 0. The input parameters are shown in Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1: Parameters used in the one-dimensional virus transport model 
Parameters Values Unit 
Flow rate (Q ) 46 mL/min 
Area (A) 150x150 cm2 
Dispersion coefficient (D)  51.84 cm2/day 
Porosity (ϕ) 0.37  
Soil density (ρs ) 1400 kg/m3 

 
Assuming one-dimensional transport in a homogenous sand column with constant 

velocity, finite-difference approach is widely used for solving this equation. When the 

inactivation term is absent, the equation was discretized with Forward-in-time and 

Central-in-space (FTCS) scheme for solving this partial difference equation. Then, the 

equation becomes: 

              (5.8) 

                       
where Cn  and Cn+1represent the virus concentration at the old (n) and new (n+1) time 
level  Ci-1 , Ci and Ci+1 are the concentration at nodes i-1, i and i+1  
The Eq. 5.8 could be rearranged as  
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Also, the following boundary conditions were used: 
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                  (5.10) 
 
There are three important criteria for the stability and accuracy of standard finite 

different methods (Holzbecher, 1998). These represented by conditions of the Peclet 

number, Courant number and Neuman boundary condition on the x direction as 

following equations: 

      Plecet number:                           (5.11) 

      Courant number:                           (5.12) 

      Neuman condition:                                            (5.13) 

Where u is the velocity of water that passes through the SAT column, D is the 

dispersion coefficient. Grid size dx or Δx of 0.1 cm and time step dt or Δt of 0.1 day 

were selected in this simulation. The model was run on Python to simulate the virus 

concentration in the SAT effluent and to compare it with the observed data of the 

SAT effluent that has been collected for 2 years.  

b) Statistical fitness criteria 
 
The match between the model response and observations could be examined 

qualitatively in the preliminary stages of the calibration process. Some statistical 

measure of goodness of fit should be used for more quantitative comparison 

assessment. Several basic statistical measures of goodness of fit (Loague and Green, 

1991; Zheng and Bennett, 2002; Moriasi et al., 2007) are introduced including 

maximum error (ME), root mean square error (RMSE), correlation coefficient (r), 

modeling efficiency (EF) and coefficient of residual mass (CRM).  

The RMS, r and EF were selected to indicate good fitting of virus adsorption 

coefficient in this study. In the case of good fitting, the values of RMS, r and EF are 

close to 0.0, 1.0 and 1.0, respectively. The mathematical expressions of these 

statistical indexes are given as followings. 

Root mean square error (RMSE): 

                                   (5.14)
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Correlation coefficient (r): 
 

   (5.15)
 

 
Modeling efficiency (EF): 

  (5.16) 
where Pi and Oi are the modeled and observed values of the ith model dependent 

variables (virus concentration); n is the number of samples; and Ō is the mean of the 

observed data. The lower limit of the RMSE is zero. RMSE is a measure of the 

imperfection of the calculated values to the observed data. A small value of RMSE 

indicates a close fit to the observation. However, using only RMSE may lead to 

misinterpretation. The r value is a measure of the proportion of the total variance of 

observed data compared to the predicted data. The r value is ranged from -1 to 1, 

which more closing to 1 indicates a strong correlation between two variables. Unlike 

to r, the maximum value of EF is one. EF ranged between 0.0 to 1.0 are acceptable. 

Yet, EF is less than zero the model-predicted values are worse than simply using the 

observed mean. (Loague and Green, 1991; Zheng and Bennett, 2002) 

5.3.2 Implemented of 2-dimensional transport model to Katsura River Basin 
a) The selected area 

The target area of SAT project is Katsura River Basin, which is located at longitude 

of E 135˚39’00” and latitude of N 34˚48’00”. The study area covered the distance of 

500 m to the North and 500 m to the East. 

 
The data of groundwater flow and velocity of this area was obtained from the 

simulation by using MODFLOW 2000 in the previous study of Utsunomiya (2015).  

The simulation covered approximately 90 km2 as shown in Figure 5.2 (a). In 

MODFLOW analysis, when the mesh of 5 m x 5 m was employed, the ground water 

level (meter) was obtained as shown in Figure 5.3 (b). Subsequently, with the 

injection flow rates at the injection point with 500, 1000, and 2000 m3/day flow rate 

vector field was calculated (Utsunomiya, 2015). By using this information, three 

groups of velocity profile information depending on the injection flow rate were 

integrated into the 2-D transport model in this chapter.  
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Figure 5.3: a schematic view of the analysis region and the contour line of 
groundwater level profile in Katsura River Basin	 (Utsunomiya, 2015)	  
 
b) Two-dimensional of the water recovery simulation in the target area 
 
Direct injection well was selected for SAT implementation among SAT types because 

the capacity of the injection well is higher, and longer estimated life cycle is expected 

than vadose zone well and infiltration basin (USEPA, 2004; Aharoni et al., 2011). The 

direct injection well performed by injecting reclaimed water directly into deep aquifer. 

Thus, 2-D transport model was suitable for simulation.  

 

Water recovery rate is one of the most important criteria for project consideration, 

which refers to the percentage of reclaimed water that can be recovered after injection. 

The water recovery should be appropriate, whereas the quality of reclaimed water is 

still satisfied. Based on the study of Utsunomiya (2015), at the same site, because of 

influence of groundwater level, it was suggested that the withdrawal point should be 

located at the south direction of the injection point in order to obtain a suitable 

recovery rate. 

 

The water recovery refers to the percentage of reclaimed water that could be 

withdrawn. Typically, around 35% of reclaimed water was allowed or recommended 

for mixing with other water resource for potable purpose in order to ensure its quality 

(Lazarova et al., 2013). The recovery rate is related to the amount of water injected or 
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injection flow rate and the site characteristics. Therefore, to investigate the water 

recovery of each scenario, the different injection flow rates varied at 500, 1000 and 

2000 m3/day were applied into the 2-D model. In terms of virus reduction, the 

reduction capability is normally relied on the retention time or travel time of virus in 

SAT. This travel time is influenced by the groundwater flow and the distance between 

the injection point and abstraction point. Previous study indicated that the distance as 

great as 50 to 100 m and perhaps 6-month retention time would be sufficient for virus 

removal by soil (Asano and Cotruvo, 2004). Even though a very long retention of 

SAT can ensure water quality in terms of virus reduction, it may be not practical in a 

limited space as in Japan. Therefore, the effect of shorter retention time of SAT (up to 

2 months) should be investigated in this study. Under these conditions, the models 

were set up with the varied of the distance between injection point and withdrawal 

point (50, 100 and 200 m).  From the three distances and the three injection flow 

rates, 9-case scenarios were created. 

 

The advection-dispersion transport model was selected to estimate the water recovery. 

The equation is written as:  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (5.17) 

 
In this part, the 2-D virus transport model is also numerically solved using a finite-

difference method with FTCS. The numerical solution of the 2-D virus transport 

model is generated by the discretization of the model equation with a finite difference 

approach, then the partial differential equation (Eq. 5.17) becomes: 
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where Ci, j
n+1  is the virus concentration for cell (i,j) as shown in Figure 5.4 at new 

time level n+1, Ci, j
n  is the virus concentration for cell (i,j) at time level n, other 

parameters were defined in the eqs. 5.4 to 5.6. Moreover, the positions of cell i-1, i, 
i+1, j-1, j, j+1 are shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: The center finite-difference grid for 2-D model 

 
The space and time steps were chosen to satisfy the numerical stability and 
convergence conditions of the Plecet, Courant numbers and Neuman boundary 
conditions as given below 
Plecet number 

 

(5.19) 
Courant number 

 

(5.20) 
Neumann boundary conditions  
 

    (5.21) 

The state transition matrix determines the numerical solution. Eq.5.18 can be 

rewritten in the following form: 

Ct+Δt =ACt                    (5.22) 

where Ct+Δt and Ct refer to the state variables described as vectors of virus 

concentrations at all nodes in the problem domain at time t and t+Δt,  respectively, 

and A refer to the state transition matrix which gives a finite difference scheme or 

driving operator to advance at time step state to the next time step.  

The initial concentration of each point was set as zero: C(x,y,0)=0, while the  boundary 

conditions, were given below.  
C(Rx,Ry,t) = Cin; Cin =100 for water recovery estimation,  
Rx, Ry are the coordinates of the recharge point position 
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The model grid was defined on a 2-D plane domain. The nested grid was used by 

Local-uniform-grid refinement (LUGR) method (Trompert, 1993) because this 

method can decrease the computing time with high-resolution. Four regions were 

identified the intrinsic interval as shown in Figure 5.5. The first region (region I) has 

100 x 100 grid points with the grid interval 5 x 5 m2. Then the mesh sizes are 2.5 x 

2.5, 0.5 x 0.5, and 0.1 x 0.1 m2 of region II, III and IV, respectively. The grid ratio 

between region I and region II was 1:2, the others were 1:5. The smallest grid meshes 

in the region IV was assumed to be the same concentrations in all meshes due to the 

calculation from region III.  

 
Figure 5.5: The relative position of nested grid from coarse to fine grid for clarity the 
boundary condition in 2-D plane 
 
The Dx, Dy and Dxy in each point were calculated from eqs. 5.5 and 5.6. In the 

numerical scheme, the time interval per each time step was control by the stability 

criteria of Courant number and Neuman boundary. The time interval time always 

control by the region III because of small interval distance. Thus, each simulation 

case had different interval time step such as 1/200 day of Case 1 but the total time 

step was 50 days. Then a Mathematica program was used to simulate the virus 

concentration profile.  

5.3.3 Two-dimensional virus transport approach 
The method has been mentioned in 5.3.2 with the reaction term (overall reduction 

rate, (kirr+µ)). This governing equation could be discretized as below: 
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The initial and boundary conditions were set as same as the water recovery simulation 

but the initial concentration (Cin) is the mean infectious virus concentration that was 

detected in the secondary treated sewage as shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Parameters used in the two-dimensional virus transport model  

Parameters  Value 
Flow rate (Q) m3/day (Case 1 and Case 7) 500 
Flow rate (Q) m3/day (Case 3) 2000 
Velocity (v) cm/day (Utsunomiya, 2015) MODFLOW simulation 
Overall reduction rate coefficient (kirr +µ) day-1 0.164 (0.1+0.064) of AdVF, 

0.168 (0.07+0.098) of RV 
Cin AdVF (mean) SAT influent samples 828 MPNIU/L 
Cin RV (mean)* SAT influent samples 103 MPNIU/L 

* The mean value of infectious RV was calculated by the lowest infectious and genome copy ratio 
with 0.001 because it is nearly the infectious RV that was detected in the SAT influent (22-73 MPN/L) 
 
The examples of Python code for 1-D and mathematica code for 2-D of virus 
transport in SAT are shown in Appendix C. 

5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Estimation of the irreversible rate constants of virus in SAT by one-

dimensional virus transport model 

 
 
Figure 5.6: Comparison of model estimation with SAT experimental data (genome 
data) of AdVF with different irreversible removal coefficients 
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Figure 5.6 illustrated the comparison between the virus concentration of AdVF 

estimated by the model calculation (line) and the observed values (dot) in SAT 

effluent. It was found that there was fluctuation in both predicted and measured 

concentrations. The fluctuation of calculated values mainly caused by the 

concentration of virus in SAT influent, which was major input parameters. Moreover, 

level of fluctuation (the range between the highest and lowest values) seems to be 

increased when a low coefficient (µ) was used for simulation. This may indicate that 

the virus concentration of influent SAT highly affect to the concentration at the outlet 

when the removal coefficient of system was fairly low. 
From inverse modeling approach, it was found that an irreversible removal coefficient 

(kirr) of AdVF in the range of 0.06 to 0.10 day-1 was the suitable estimated values 

because it could provide the calculated virus concentration closed to the experimental 

data. Among this range, 0.10 day-1 of kirr for AdVF probably was the best-estimated 

coefficient because all results of statistical indicators were acceptable and consistent 

with the standard criteria (e.g. EF > 0, low RMSE and r ≥ 0.5) as shown in Table 5.3. 

Therefore, the kirr was set to 0.1 in the 2-D virus transport model of AdVF.  

For inactivation coefficient of AdVF, it is not different 0 to 0.09 (mean 0.06) day-1 in 

the column experiment and 0.064 day-1 in batch experiment at 15˚C. The batch 

inactivation experiment was selected to apply in the virus transport model because the 

temperature of groundwater is approximately 15˚C.  

Table 5.3: Model performance statistic for AdVF 1-D prediction with different 
irreversible removal coefficients 

AdVF Statistic analysis 
µa RMSE(%) r EF 
0.12 148 0.57 -0.08 
0.10 139 0.51 0.05 
0.09 135 0.48 0.12 
0.08 131 0.45 0.14 
0.07 132 0.42 0.13 

If predicted and observed values were equal, then the statistical analysis would yield: 
RMSE =0.0; r =1.0 and EF =1.0 
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Figure 5.7; Comparison of model estimation with SAT experimental data (genome 
data) of RV with different adsorption coefficients 
 
Similarly, the approximated kirr of RV was examined by manual trial-and-error 

method and identified with three statistical tests. As shown in Figure 5.7, there was 

highly fluctuation of calculated concentration during the date of 300. This probably be 

due to the dramatically increase of concentration in the influent. Nevertheless, results 

showed that the good correlation between the calculated concentrations and the 

experimental data was obtained when the estimated kirr of RV was in the range of 0.07 

to 0.09 day-1. From the statistical analyses, kirr of 0.07 day-1 of RV probably was the 

best-estimated value, resulting in the good statistical results (e.g. low RMSE, r ≥ 0.5 

and EF > 0) as shown in Table 5.4. Thus, kirr of 0.07 day-1 of RV was selected as input 

value for the simulation of 2-D virus transport model. For inactivation coefficient of 

RV, there were limited data of infectious RV detected in the column experiment. The 

inactivation of AdVF in batch and column experiment was not different; therefore, 

RV virus inactivation might be the same trend as AdVF. The batch inactivation 

experiment of RV with 0.094 day-1 at 15˚C was selected to apply into the 2-D virus 

transport model because the temperature of groundwater is approximately 15˚C. 

 
Table 5.4: Model performance statistic for RV 1-D prediction with different 
irreversible removal coefficients 

RV Statistic analysis 
µa RMSE(%) r EF 
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*If predicted and observed values were equal, then the statistical analysis would yield: 
RMSE =0.0; r =1.0 and EF =1.0 

5.4.2 Water recovery by 2-D simulation  
The water recovery at the Katsura River Basin was simulated into 9 cases as shown in 

the Table 5.5. Water recovery refer to the amount (in percentage) of reclaimed water 

or recycle water from SAT, while the log10 reduction represents to the reduction that 

was caused by dispersion and advection (or dilution effect). The results revealed that 

the increase of water injection directly resulted in the increase of water recovery rate 

(good correlation; r = 0.72). Even though most cases provided the water recovery 

above 40%, the calculated hydraulic retention times (HRT) were highly different. The 

two longest HRT (above 100 day) were found in the cases of 7 and 8, which the 

withdrawal point was located at 200 m from injection point. However, it was found 

that very low recovery (20.5 %) also occurred in Case 7 in other words most volume 

of extraction consisted of groundwater. Probably, this case may be not practicle for 

project establishment. Interestingly, even though most cases showed a higher recovery 

rate than the value of 35% suggested by other study (Lazarova et al., 2013), the HRT 

of some cases were still longer than 60 days, which it might be sufficient for virus 

removal. However, in the limited space, the practical case is in Case 1 because the 

HRT of around 23 days was found at distance of 50 m and at injection flow rate of 500 

m3/day and the water recovery is 40.7%. In comparison among the similar injection 

flow rate (equal water production), at highest flow rate of 2000 m3/day from 3 

locations (Case 3, 6, and 9), the water recoveries were too high, and HRT were short. 

Thus, flow rate of 1000 or 500 m3/day seem to be more reasonable and practical, in 

terms of a suitable recovery rate and a sufficient HRT.	   

 
Table 5.5 Simulation of water recovery in the Katsura River Basin with different 
infection flow rates and distance between injection and withdrawal points 

Case The distance between 
injection and 
withdrawal points 

Injection flow rate Water recovery 
(%) 

Apparent log10 
reduction by 
dilution  

HRT (days) 

1 50 500 40.7 0.39 23 
2 50 1000 55.5 0.26 15 
3 50 2000 57.9 0.24 10 
4 100 500 42.6 0.37 69 
5 100 1000 59.0 0.23 40 
6 100 2000 65.0 0.19 24 
7 200 500 20.5 0.69 183 
8 200 1000 47.5 0.32 104 
9 200 2000 53.7 0.27 62 
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The effect of dispersion and advection can be calculated and the log10 reduction of 

viruses due to the dispersion and advection were in the range of 0.19 to 0.39 log10 

except Case 7. The water recovery simulations are shown in Figure 5.8.  

 
 

Figure 5.8: The water recovery (%) of all nine cases simulation 
*** nI; injection point, nW; withdrawal point 

The water recovery simulation results 
 

5.4.3 Two-dimensional virus concentration profile simulation  
According to the estimated values of kirr of AdVF and RV by 1-D model and the 

inactivation coefficients of AdVF and RV obtained from batch experiment, the overall 

reduction coefficients (kirr + µ) were 0.164 day-1(0.1+0.064) and 0.168 day-1 

(0.07+0.098) of AdVF and RV, respectively. Then the virus reduction profiles were 
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simulated by 2-D model with these values for SAT implementation in the Katsura 

River Basin. All nine simulated cases of virus output concentrations and their 

reduction are shown in Table 5.6.  

 
Table 5.6: Simulated virus concentration at the withdrawal point by 2-D model 
Cases meters Injection 

flow rate 
(m3/day) 

Water 
recovery 
(%) 

 HRT 
(day) 

AdVF 
prediction 
MPNIU/L 

RV 
prediction 
MPNIU/L 

AdVF 
reduction 
log10 

RV 
reduction 
log10 

1 50 500 41 23 2.5x101 3.0 1.52 1.54 
2 1000 56 15 1.0x102 1.3x101 0.90 0.91 
3 2000 58 10 1.9x102 2.3x101 0.64 0.64 
4 100 500 43 69 4.9x10-1 5.6x10-2 3.23 3.26 
5 1000 59 40 9.6 1.1 1.94 2.00 
6 2000 65 24 5.3x101 6.3 1.20 1.22 
7 200 500 20 183 6.2x10-5  6.1x10-6 7.12 7.23 
8 1000 48 104 3.1x10-2 3.3x10-3 4.43 4.49 
9 2000 54 62 1.2 1.3x10-1 2.84 2.89 
 
All nine cases were calculated the virus concentration at the withdrawal point with the 

same AdVF and RV concentration input. The highest virus concentration at the 

withdrawal point was observed in Case 3 with 190 and 23 MPNIU/L of AdVF and 

RV, respectively. The reduction efficiencies are 0.64-log10 reduction of AdVF and RV. 

The lowest virus concentration is in Case 7 with 0.000062 and 0.000006 MPNIU/L of 

AdVF and RV, respectively at the withdrawal point. The reduction efficiencies are 

7.12 and 7.23-log10 reduction of AdVF and RV, respectively. The virus concentration 

is 25 and 3 MPNIU/L of AdVF and RV, respectively at the withdrawal point in the 

practical case (Case 1). The reduction efficiencies are 1.52 and 1.54-log10 reduction of 

AdVF and RV, respectively. The retention time is the key difference on the virus 

concentration profile. For example, 10 and 183 days are the retention time of Case 3 

and Case 7, respectively, and the HRT caused the large different virus concentration 

at the withdrawal point. The longer HRT contributes to the higher reduction of virus. 

The simulated virus concentration profiles at Katsura River Basin of Case 1, Case 3 

and Case 7 were shown in Figures 5.9-5.14. The other cases also were simulated and 

shown in Appendix D. 
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Figure 5.9: Case 1 of AdVF simulation profile after 2D transport model in Katsura 
River Basin with 0.164 day-1 reduction rate coefficient; ★ denotes the injection point, 
� denotes the withdrawal point; x-and y-axes show the distance values in meters 

 
 Figure 5.10: Case 3 of AdVF simulation profile after 2D transport model in Katsura 
River Basin with 0.164 day-1 reduction rate coefficient; ★ denotes the injection point, 
� denotes the withdrawal point; x-and y-axes show the distance values in meters 
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 Figure 5.11: Case 7 of AdVF simulation profile after 2D transport model in Katsura 
River Basin with 0.164 day-1 reduction rate coefficient; ★ denotes the injection point, 
� denotes the withdrawal point; x-and y-axes show the distance values in meters 
 

 
Figure 5.12: Case 1 of RV simulation profile after 2D transport model in Katsura 
River Basin with 0.168 day-1 reduction rate coefficient; ★ denotes the injection point, 
� denotes the withdrawal point; x-and y-axes show the distance values in meters 
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Figure 5.13: Case 3 of RV simulation profile after 2D transport model in Katsura 
River Basin with 0.168 day-1 reduction rate coefficient; ★ denotes the injection point, 
� denotes the withdrawal point; x-and y-axes show the distance values in meters 
 

  
Figure 5.14: Case 7 of RV simulation profile after 2-D transport model in Katsura 
River Basin with 0.168 day-1 reduction rate coefficient; ★ denotes the injection point, 
� denotes the withdrawal point; x-and y-axes show the distance values in meters 
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than RV (i.e., the irreversible removal rates are 0.10 and 0.07 day-1 for AdVF and RV, 

respectively). It strongly agrees with the fact that AdVF is larger than RV is the 

primary reason for this result. 

 

In prior works, the virus transport model in soil have been often estimated by using the 

bacteriophage data, but its behavior on environment is considerably different from 

human enteric viruses, such as the concentration of bacteriophage is higher and its 

multiplication do not reflect to human infectivity. Therefore, development of virus 

transport model should be rather based on human enteric virus because it could 

provide a more accuracy in terms of applications. Only a few studies was conducted 

on human enteric viruses, such as Tim and Mostaghimi (1991) investigated polovirus I 

transport in the column experiment with an advection-dispersion model. However, that 

study did not reveal the inactivation effect. 

 

The key input parameters for virus transport model in porous media are the 

coefficients of virus inactivation and irreversible removal. According to the estimation 

of irreversible removal rates by one-dimensional model, AdVF showed slightly higher 

removal during SAT than RV (i.e., the irreversible removal rates are 0.10 and 0.07 

day-1 for AdVF and RV, respectively). The irreversible removal may be due to the 

geometrical blocking effect. Possibly, a larger size of AdVF could contribute to a 

higher removal. Nevertheless, at longer operation period of SAT (over 2 years), the 

irreversible removal efficiency may be reduced from limited porous area. Further 

investigations on the effect of long-term operation are required. 

 

Based on this study, it suggested that the most practical case for applying to Katsura 

river basin is the condition of 500 m3/d injection flow rate at distance of 500 meters to 

withdrawer point. Moreover, it is revealed that HRT is an important parameter for the 

removal of virus. Moreover, HRT shows a positive correlation with virus reduction 

(r=0.997) in both AdVF and RV. Similarly, the distance between the injection and 

withdrawal points has a good correlation with the virus reduction (r=0.81) for both 

viruses. Nonetheless, the correlation between the injection flow rate and virus 

reduction is not clear (r=-0.47). This may be due to the effect of water flow rate, 

resulting in different virus reduction. According to study of Teustsch et al., (1991), it 
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reported that prediction of one-dimensional model based on MS2 phage had a high 

accuracy only under high-flow rate experiment. Because current study was carried out 

the pilot-scale SAT under low flow rate condition (46 ml/min or 0.1 m/d), which is 

closed to normal ground velocity of target area, ranged between 0.1 to 1.4 m/d. 

Applying the input model parameters obtained from those conditions may be limited 

for a high-injection flow rate simulation case. To expand the capability of prediction, 

the effect of water flow rate in a wider range need to be studied. Moreover, HRT plays 

an important role on virus reduction. As in the case of shortest HRT and high injection 

flow rate, it suggests that dilution and dispersion are the main mechanism involving to 

virus reduction. In such case, even though the virus reduction of 0.64-log10 could be 

observed, the infectivity of those viruses probably exist, resulting in high risk to 

consumer’s health.  

5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the virus reduction simulation by a mathematical model to predict 

virus transport in SAT was conducted. The model input required the specific virus 

inactivation and removal rate coefficients. The irreversible removal rate was 

estimated and validated with the estimation data against the experiment data in the 

SAT pilot plant by the one-dimensional transport model. The results of the modeled 

data of the irreversible removal rate compare well to the measured virus in the SAT 

effluent. This succeeds to the prediction of the virus concentration in a more realistic 

scenario with two-dimensional model. The best simulation result is in Case 7 with the 

200 m distance between the injection and withdrawal point and 500-m3/day injection 

flow rate and approximately 6 months of HRT. In this case, the model gave a large 

virus reduction at the withdrawal point. However, in terms of application to a limited 

space like Japan, it seems to show that Case 1 at distance of 50 m and 500-m3/day 

injection flow rate achieve more appropriate HRT (25 days) with its acceptable water 

recovery. In addition, the worst-case was in Case 3 because of the lowest virus 

reduction due to the shortest HRT. The virus reduction by the three cases were: 

- Case 1 (practical case): the virus reduction during SAT was 1.52 log10 and 

1.54 log10 of AdVF and RV, respectively. 

- Case 3 (the worst case): the virus reduction during SAT was 0.64 log10 both 

of AdVF and RV, respectively. 
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- Case 7 (the best case): the virus reduction during SAT was 7.12 log10 and 

7.23 log10 of AdVF and RV, respectively. 

The results of present study could reveal the possible virus concentration profile at 

target area by using two-dimensional virus transport model, the maximum allowable 

virus concentration in drinking water is still required in the next chapter by 

quantitative risk assessment (QMRA) in order to achieve the safe drinking water.  
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Chapter 6 

Viral risk assessment in the reclaimed water treated by SAT 
implemented in Katsura River Basin 

6.1 Introduction 
The protection of public health is a key requirement when evaluating water reuse and 

reclamation especially from treated wastewater. Quantitative microbial risk 

assessment (QMRA) is being increasingly applied to estimate the potential of 

microbial risk to human health (Haas et al., 1999; Medema et al., 2009). Also, it is 

used for evaluating the risk of enteric viruses in reclaimed water (Toze et al., 2010; 

Olivieri et al., 2014). Therefore, risk assessment approach by QMRA was performed 

to evaluate the viral risk in reclaimed water treated by SAT in this study in order to 

answer the questions: how much will public health be safe or how many additional 

water treatment will need for human safety. 

 

In the previous chapter, infectious virus concentration was estimated with a numerical 

transport model of SAT. Then the estimated output data of virus concentration (SAT 

effluent at the withdrawal point) were applied for evaluating the viral risk by QMRA. 

The aim of this chapter is to estimate the potential risk of human enteric viruses in the 

reclaimed water treated by SAT and the level of treatment requirements using 

QMRA. This chapter consists of viral risk assessment of reclaimed water by QMRA, 

yearly infection risk of viruses in the reclaimed water, uncertainty analysis according 

to the unit of dose harmonization and the additional water treatment requirements for 

human safety.  

6.2 Virus assessment of reclaimed water by QMRA 

6.2.1 QMRA procedure 
The steps of QMRA have been mentioned in Chapter 2. The estimated data of virus 

concentration in Chapter 5 were applied to viral risk assessment by QMRA. The 

procedure of QMRA is summarized in Figure 6.1.  The output data of infectious virus 

were estimated by the 2-dimensional transport model in Katsura River Basin with the 

infectious virus data detected after the A2O process. Case 1, Case 3 and Case 7 were 
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used as the practical, lowest virus reduction and highest virus reduction scenarios, 

respectively.  

 

	  	  	    
Figure 6.1: The procedure to estimate the expected annual infection risk from 
consumption of effluent-treated secondary sewage by SAT 
 
The Monte Carlo simulation was used (Crystal ball®7, Decisinoeering); this method 

gives statistical distributions and evaluated outcomes by the repeated random 

samplings of input data. Up to 100,000 iterations were run to make a proper statistical 

distribution. 

6.2.2 Required data for viral risk assessment 
a) Virus concentration 
The virus concentration at the withdrawal point of SAT was obtained from the 

numerical simulation in the Katsura River Basin as described in Chapter 5. The 

distribution data were generated from the output of infectious AdVF and RV 

concentrations after SAT with practical case (Case 1), the best case (Case 7) and the 

worst case (Case 3) by Crystal ball as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.  
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Figure 6.2: The distribution of infectious AdVF concentrations in Case 1, Case 7 and 

Case 3 after implementation at Katsura River Basin 

 
All the distributions of infectious AdVF concentration output were well fitted with a 

lognormal distribution. The mean and standard deviation are 34.64 and 104.05 

MPNIU/L, respectively in Case 1. The mean and standard deviation are 0.00009 and 

0.00026 MPNIU/L, respectively in Case 7, and the mean and standard deviation are 

261.71 and 786.04 MPNIU/L, respectively in Case 3. 
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Figure 6.3: The distribution of infectious RV concentrations in Case 1, Case 7 and 

Case 3 after implementation at Katsura River Basin 

 
RV concentrations in SAT influent and effluent samples also have been measured for 

2 years, but the infectious RV was rarely detected. Therefore, the concentrations of 

infectious RV were calculated by the infectious RV to genome-based RV ratio as 

mentioned in Chapter 4. In this study, the minimum ratio was used as infectious RV 

estimation (mean 103 MPNIU/L) because the estimation data was close to the real 

detected infectious RV in SAT influent sample (22-73 MPNIU/L). Then the 

distributions of RV were generated as shown in Figure 6.3.  

Similarly to AdVF, all the distributions of infectious RV concentration well fitted to a 

lognormal distribution. The mean and standard deviation are 3.16 and 10.11 

MPNIU/L, respectively in Case 1. The mean and standard deviation are 0.000006 and 

0.000027 MPNIU/L in Case 7 and The mean and standard deviation are 24.51 and 

78.34 MPN/L in Case 3.  

6.2.3 Water consumption 
To account for the variability in water consumption within population, the water 

consumption data was obtained from the Osaka City Waterworks Bureau in 2009 
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(Komatsu et al., 2013), and exponential distribution was applied to the data for 

assessing the daily exposure in QMRA.  

Then the probability of exposure in each case was calculated by Crystal ball (Table 

6.1).  

 
Table 6.1: Probability density function of the virus concentrations at the withdrawal 
point and water consumption  
Element  PDF type Estimation parameters 
Estimated concentration of AdVF  Case 1 Lognormal μ= 34.64; σ = 104.05 
 Case 3 Lognormal μ= 261.71; σ = 786.04	 
 Case 7 Lognormal μ= 0.00009; σ = 0.00026	 
Estimated concentration of RV  Case 1 Lognormal μ= 3.16; σ = 10.11	 
 Case 3 Lognormal μ= 24.51; σ = 78.34	 
 Case 7 Lognormal μ= 6.49x10-6; σ = 2.07x10-5	 

Water consumption  Exponential  λ= 3.06x10-3 
 
After that, the dose-response models of the target viruses (adenovirus and rotavirus) 
are needed to estimate the daily and yearly risk infection.   

6.2.4 Dose-response model 
Dose-response models are the relationship between the rate of exposure (virus dose) 

and the rate of effect on human consumption. Commonly, dose-response models use 

animal behavior or data obtained from controlled experiments in which healthy adults 

consume pathogens. The dose-response models of AdVF and RV are shown below. 

 

The studies on dose-response models of adenovirus and rotavirus are summarized in 

Table 6.2 

 
Table 6.2: Dose-Response Models for AdV and RV 
Organism Measure of 

Exposure 
Model  Endpoint Parameter Reference 

AdV-4 Dose Exponential  Human 
infection 

r= 0.4172 Crabtree et al. (1997), 
Haas et al. (1999) 

RV Dose Beta-Poisson Human α= 0.26,  
β = 0.42 

Gerba et al., 1996 

RV Dose Beta-Poisson Human  α= 0.2531, 
β = 0.4265 

Hass et al., 1999 
Regli et al., 1991 
Rose and Sobsey, 1993 

RV Dose Beta-Poisson Human α= 0.232,  
β = 0.247 

Rose and Gerba, 1991 

RV Dose Hypergeometric 
beta-Poisson 

Human 
infection 

α= 0.167,  
β = 0.191 

Teunis and Havelaar 
(2000) 

 
The β-Poisson model is the dominant dose-response model for rotaviruses. The β-

Poisson model was the first used for drinking water and food technology, and is an 
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appropriate model to assess virus ingestion and the probability of infection (Rose and 

Gerba 1991; Tanaka et al. 1998). 

 
Pd =1-(1-Di/β)-α                                                (6.1) 

where Pd is daily probability of infection through ingestion of pathogens; Di is the 

daily consumed dose of contaminant (in FFU/days); β is the β-Poisson distribution 

coefficient; and α is a model parameter. There are several dose response parameters 

for RV, but the values of α and β are approximately 0.26 and 0.42, respectively.  

Therefore, this study used α=0.26 and β =0.42 (Gerba et al., 1996)  for RV virus 

dose-response model.  

 

The only dose-response data set available for adenoviruses is the one for the 

respiratory adenovirus, Ad4 (Crabtree et al., 1997). Haas et al. (1999) used this data 

set, and determined that the dose-response data was best described by the following 

exponential model: 

Pd = 1-exp(-r Di)                                             (6.2) 

where, Pd represents the probability of infection, D is the number of adenovirus 

(TCID50) inhaled or ingested, and r is the constant describing the dose-response, and 

the analysis showed that r = 0.4172 (Crabtree et al., 1997). 

 

Then the daily infection risk Pd (infection person-1 day-1) was calculated by using the 

Monte Carlo simulation with the equations below: 

 

                        (6.3) 

                          (6.4) 
 
Annual risk can be assessed from daily riskas follows: 
 

Pa = 1-(1-Pd)365                                       (6.5) 
 
where Pa (infection person-1 year-1) is the annual probability of infection through 
ingestion of pathogens. 

Pd (Rotavirus) =1− (1+
D
0.42

)−0.26

Pd (Adenovirus) =1− e
(−0.4172 xD)
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6.2.5. Uncertainty Analysis 
The uncertainty analysis of dose units and inactivation rate were performed.  

a) Impact on inactivation rate of AdVF 

The inactivation rate of AdVF in column experiment was up to 0.1 day-1 (mean 0.06). 

However, the inactivation rate of RV is limited in this study because few infectious 

RV were detected in the SAT column experiment. Therefore, uncertainty analysis was 

performed with different inactivation rates of AdVF by the Monte Carlo method as 

mentioned in 6.2.3. 

     
      b) The unit of AdV and RV dose-response model 

Table 6.3: Dose harmonized unit for AdV and RV 
Pathogen Method in 

this study 
Quantification method Harmonization 

factor 
Rational/Comment 

Adenovirus ICC-PCR 
(MPNIU) 

TCID50 viral 
particulates for AdV4 
inhaled; Couch et al. 
(1969) 

1 TCID50 ≈ 3600 
ICC-qPCR unit 
 
 

1 TCID50 ≈0.7 PFU 
McBride et al., 
(2013) 
 
Fongaro et al., (2013) 
1 PFU ≈ 2512 ICC-
qPCR unit in lagoon 
water  
 

Rotavirus ICC-RT-
PCR 
(MPNIU) 

Focus Forming Units 
(FFU), Ward et al. 
(1986) 

1 FFU ≈ 1500 ICC-
RT-qPCR unit 
 
 

Payne et al. (2006), 
McBride et al., 
(2013) 1 PFU≈ 3FFU 
 
Li et al., (2010) 
1 PFU ≈ 500 ICC-
RT-qPCR 
log-log equation of   
y = 0.8624x+2.9338  

 
Dose harmonized unit (Conversion unit from ICC-(RT)-PCR to TCID50 and FFU for 

AdV and RV, respectively) is crucial for viral risk assessment because early studies 

established dose-response models by using the different unit from those used in 

recently studies and this study. There are several ratios that previous researchers 

attempted to harmonize the unit of the virus to the original unit of dose-response 

model.  

For example, McBride et al. (2013) estimated the virus risk from genome-based 

concentration detected by qPCR, and the study converted the genome unit to the 

original unit of dose response model. However, Kundu (2011) evaluated no good 

correlation between genome base concentration (qPCR data) and infectious virus 

(TCID50) due to the variation of the infectious-to-genome ratio for different type of 
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water.  Therefore, it is better to convert the infectious unit to original infectious unit 

(ICC-PCR to TCID50 or FFU) of the virus dose-response model. The literature 

information for the unit conversion of infectious AdVF and RV conversion unit is 

summarized in Table 6.3. 

 

Adenovirus 

Equivalences should be maintained between the dose obtained in clinical trials and 

dose measured in the environmental samples. A clinical trial of adenovirus used 

median tissue culture infective dose (TCID50); that of amount of pathogenic agent that 

will produce pathological change in 50% of cell culture inoculated  (Couch et al., 

1966), whereas adenovirus in several previous studies were reported as genomes per 

unit volume. The relationship between TCID50 and plaque forming unit (PFU) was 

shown in Wuertz et al. (2011) as 1 TCID50 being equal to 0.7 PFU. He and Jiang 

(2005) reported a ratio of genome to PFU of 0.001 in primary treated effluent.  

 

Fongaro et al. (2013) analyzed the samples from various sites (lagoon water, spring 

source water and public supply system water) with PFU and genome copies by ICC-

qPCR. The plaque assay value equivalence (PFU/mL) was compared to ICC-qPCR 

value (copies/mL). On average, one PFU unit was equivalent to ~2512 copies by ICC-

qPCR.  

 

Rotavirus 
Li et al. (2010) detected the infectious RV by ICC-RT-qPCR in environmental water 

samples. The correlation between ICC-RT-qPCR results and those from the plaque 

assay was described as a linear relationship: y = 0.8625x + 2.9388 (R2= 0.9575) 

where y is log10 of infectious RV detected by ICC-RT-qPCR (copies/mL) and x is 

log10  RV concentration in PFU/mL. 

 

Assumption about relationship between ICC-PCR and ICC-qPCR 

The assumption of the equivalence of ICC-PCR and ICC-RT-PCR results will be 

discussed in this study. There are two assumptions of unit conversion from ICC-PCR 

to ICC-qPCR. The first assumption is the ICC-PCR result is equal to ICC-qPCR 
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result. The second assumption is to compare the experiment from ICC-PCR result and 

ICC-qPCR result and the ratios are 1:50 and 1:500 for AdVF and RV, respectively.	  

	  

All the parameters (inactivation rate, dose unit conversion by literature data, and dose 

unit conversion of uncertainty analysis were shown in Table 6.4. Case 1 was used as a 

base case for uncertainly analysis in this study	  

 
Table: 6.4: Uncertainty analysis of unit conversion of AdVF and RV and the 
reduction constant rate of AdVF 
Virus Uncertainty issue Value Remarks 
AdVF 
 

Removal and 
inactivation rate 
constant 

µ = 0 – 0.09 day-1 
kirr = 0.1 day-1 

The inactivation constant rates of AdVF are 
up to 0.1 in Chapter 4.	 Therefore, overall 
reduction (kirr+µ) up to 0.19 should be 
considered 

Unit conversion 1 TCID50 ≈ 3600 
ICC-RT-PCR unit 

Literature data for unit conversion 

1 TCID50 ≈ 72 ICC-
RT-PCR 

The present study tested with the sensitivity 
between ICC-PCR and ICC-qPCR the ratio is 
1:50 in Appendix E 

RV Unit conversion 1 FFU ≈ 1500 ICC-
RT-PCR unit 
 

Literature data for unit conversion 

1 FFU ≈ 3 ICC-RT-
PCR unit 

The sensitivity between ICC-RT-PCR and 
ICC-RY-qPCR was tested in this study and 
the ratio is 1:500 in Appendix E 

6.3 Results and Discussions of AdVF and RV risk assessment by QMRA 

6.3.1 Yearly infection risks of AdVF and RV in the reclaimed water 
The viral risk assessment was calculated by the QMRA and the statistical estimation 

of AdVF and RV risk results of Cases 1, 3, and 7 are shown in Table 6.5.  

According to the US.EPA guidline, the acceptable infection risk of pathogenic 

microorganism should be below 10-4 infection/person/year or less than one infection 

per 10,000 people per year from pathogen. The yearly infection risks of AdVF and 

RV associated with direct exposure of reclaimed water treated by SAT in Katsura 

River Basin exceeded the acceptable risk for any estimates (i.e., mean, median, upper 

and lower 95% CI bound) values. This means that the reclaimed water implemented 

in SAT has high potential risks of AdVF and RV. These results indicated that 

optimization of the SAT operating conditions or additional water treatment is 

necessary.  
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Table 6.5 Risk estimation of AdVF and RV by the QMRA 
 
Case 1 (Practical case scenaraio) 

 Lower 95% CI 
boundary 

Median Mean Upper 95% CI 
bound 

AdVF dose 3.08x10-2 2.20x100 1.14x101 7.73x101 
Daily risk of infection 
(infection/person/day) 

1.27x10-2 6.01x10-1 5.70x10-1 1.00 

Yearly risk of infection  
(infection/person/year) 

9.91x10-1 1.00 9.94x10-1 1.00 

RV dose 2.63x10-3 1.89x10-1 1.05x100 7.39x100 
Daily risk of infection 
(infection/person/day) 

1.62x10-3 9.23x10-2 1.46x10-1 5.32x10-1 

Yearly risk of infection  
(infection/person/year) 

4.47x10-1 1.00 9.63x10-1 1.00 

 
Case 3 (Worst case scenaraio) 

 Lower 95% CI 
boundary 

Median Mean Upper 95% CI 
bound 

AdVF dose 2.34x10-1 1.65x101 8.46x101 5.92x102 
Daily risk of infection 
(infection/person/day) 

9.31x10-2 9.99x10-1 8.54x10-1 1.00 

Yearly risk of infection  
(infection/person/year) 

1.00 1.00 9.99x10-1 1.00 

RV dose 1.93x10-2 1.45x10-0 7.92x100 5.49x101 
Daily risk of infection 
(infection/person/day) 

1.16x10-2 3.22x10-1 3.29x10-1 7.19x10-1 

Yearly risk of infection  
(infection/person/year) 

9.86x10-1 1.00 9.94x10-1 1.00 

 
Case 7 (Best case scenario) 

 Lower 95% CI 
boundary 

Median Mean Upper 95% CI 
bound 

AdVF dose 7.88x10-8 5.47x10-6 2.84x10-5 1.98x10-4 
Daily risk of infection 
(infection/person/day) 

3.29x10-8 2.28x10-6 1.18x10-5 8.27x10-5 

Yearly risk of infection  
(infection/person/year) 

1.20x10-5 8.32x10-4 4.18x10-3 2.97x10-2 

RV dose 2.98x10-8 6.29x10-7 2.09x10-6 1.33x10-5 
Daily risk of infection 
(infection/person/day) 

1.85x10-8 3.89x10-7 1.29x10-6 8.21x10-6 

Yearly risk of infection  
(infection/person/year) 

6.74x10-6 1.42x10-4 4.70x10-4 2.99x10-3 

 

6.3.2 Expected Log10 reduction to achieve the viral risk acceptable level 
Practical case scenario (Case1)  

The requirements of additional virus reduction to achieve 10-4 infection/person/year 

after the SAT system were estimated. The results of Case 1 were shown in Figure 6.4. 

The additional required log-reductions of AdVF, which calculated by the Monte Carlo 

method, were greater than or equal to 8.07, 6.53, 7.24 and 4.68 for 97.5 percentile, 

median, mean, and 2.5 percentile, respectively in water treatment processes. The 
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additional treatment requirement for RV was calculated in the same procedure as the 

AdVF. The additional required log-reductions of RV were greater than or equal to 

7.20, 5.63, 6.37 and 3.75 for 97.5 percentile, median, mean, and 2.5 percentile, 

respectively. In view of the safety for water consumer, the 97.5 percentile value was 

selected  to be on the safe side to recommend the use of additional water treatment.  
 

 
 

Figure 6.4:The requirement of AdVF and RV log10-reduction in additional water 
treatment in the practical case simulation 
 
The worst-case scenario (Case 3) 
 
The worst-case scenario has lower virus reductions due to the shorter retention time. 

The infection risks of AdVF and RV have been calculated in the same approach as 

Case 1 and were shown in the Figure 6.5. The results suggested that the additional 

log-reductions of AdVF required were greater than or equal to 8.89, 7.61, 8.11 and 

6.32 for 97.5 percentile, median, mean, and 2.5 percentile, respectively. Moreover, 

the additional reductions of RV required were greater than or equal to 8.10, 6.52, 7.25 

and 4.66 for 97.5 percentile, median, mean, 2.5 percentile, respectively.  

 
 

Figure 6.5: the requirement of AdVF and RV log10-reduction in additional water 
treatment in the worst-case simulation 
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The best-case scenario (Case7)  

The best-case scenario has a higher removal rate of the virus because of a higher 

retention time. The AdVF and the RV also have been calculated in the same 

procedure as Case 1 and were shown in Figure 6.6. The results indicate that the 

addition log–reduction levels of AdVF required were greater than or equal to 2.47, 

0.92, 1.63 for 97.5 percentile, median, and mean values, respectively. But the 2.5 

percentile value was below the acceptable level (i.e., 10-4 infection/person/year). 

Moreover, the additional log-reduction levels of RV required were greater than or 

equal to 3.36, 1.78 and 2.52 for 97.5 percentile, median, and mean values, 

respectively, while 2.5 percentile achieved the acceptable risk.  

 
Figure 6.6: The requirement of AdVF and RV log10-reduction in additional water 
treatment in the best-case simulation 
 

In this study, the virus removal and inactivation were used to simulate the virus 

concentration after SAT in the target area. The results showed that SAT with a short 

retention time is insufficient for the virus reduction. Hence, the additional water 

treatment is required after SAT system to ensure the reclaimed water safety. 

 

Consequently, this study indicated that the numerical transport model and viral risk 

model are very useful tools to make a decision of implementation of SAT system and 

additional treatment requirement after SAT system. 

6.3.3 Uncertainty analysis 
The uncertainty analysis was done only for Case 1 (Table 6.6) 

6.3.3.1 Uncertainty analysis on the risks associated with AdVF 
 
The uncertainty of AdVF risk in the reclaimed water is divided in two issues. The 

first one is the uncertainty in the inactivation rate (i.e., discrepancy between batch 
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experiment and column experiment). The second is the uncertainty in the conversion 

of dose unit. The original unit of dose response model is categorized into 2 cases, the 

assumption of ICC-PCR is nearly equal to ICC-qPCR, and the assumption of ICC-

PCR is conversed to the sensitivity of ICC-qPCR (1:50) as mentioned in Appendix E. 

 
Table 6.6 Estimated of AdVF and RV yearly infection risk in the QMRA by different 
cases 
 Yearly risk of infection (infection/person/year) 
AdVF Lower 95% CI 

boundary 
Median Mean Upper 95% CI 

boundary 
Base case at case 1 

9.91x10-1 1.00 9.94x10-1 1.00 
Case A (0.19) 

9.70x10-1 1.00 9.92x10-1 1.00 
Case B 
(harmonized unit to 
TCID50) 

7.19x10-4 5.07x10-2 1.42x10-1 8.44x10-1 

Case C 
(harmonized unit to 
TCID50 with 1:50 
ratio of ICC-PCR: 
ICC-qPCR 

1.04x10-1 1.00 8.65x10-1 1.00 

RV     
Base case at case 1 4.47x10-1 1.00 9.63x10-1 1.00 
Case A 
(harmonized unit to 
FFU) 

1.39x10-3 1.36x10-1 2.85x10-1 1.00 

Case B 
(harmonized unit to 
FFU with 1:500 
ratio of ICC-RT-
PCR: ICC-RT-
qPCR 

5.18x10-1 1.00 9.69x10-1 1.00 

 

a) Impact on inactivation rate of AdVF 

According to the model simulation of infectious AdVF with 0.164 day-1 (from the 

batch inactivation and column removal data), the inactivation coefficients of AdVF in 

the column were fluctuated from 0 to 0.1 day-1. It leads to thencrease of overall 

reduction up to 0.19 day-1 (0.1 of adsorption + 0.09 of inactivation). The impact of the 

reduction rate (adsorption and inactivation rates) between 0.164 and 0.19 day-1 was 

examined by using the uncertainty analysis. The results of the yearly infection risk of 

were shown in Table 6.6. The mean value of the AdVF yearly infection risk is not 

very different from the base case (0.164 day-1).  

Also, the expected log-reduction was calculated to confirm the results as shown in 

Figure 6.7. The AdVF required additional log removals of 7.94, and 7.10, and 4.56 for 

97.5 percentile, mean, and 2.5 percentile, respectively of the 0.19 day-1 reduction rate.  
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The expected log-reduction was lower than the base case approximately by log10. 

Hence, the reduction rate between 0.164 and 0.19 day-1 had a low impact on the yearly 

infection risk of AdVF. 

b) Impact of unit of dose-response model 

For the AdVF, after changing the unit of D from MPN to TCID50 by using the ratio of 

ICC-qPCR (copies) to ICC-PCR (MPN) and 1 TCID50 ~ 3600 ICC- qPCR (Fongaro et 

al., (2013) and McBride et al (2013)), the yearly infection risk was calculated and 

shown in Table 6.6. The 2 cases of unit conversion are assumed: (1) ICC-PCR nearly 

equal to ICC-RT-PCR and (2) the sensitivity of ICC-PCR: ICC-qPCR is 1:50. 

- Impact of unit of dose response model (ICC-PCR is nearly equal to ICC-

RT-qPCR) 

The mean value of the AdVF yearly infection risk was 1.42x10-1 

infection/person/year. Moreover, a large difference was found in 2.5 percentile and 

median values. Then, the additional log-reduction required was calculated to see the 

impact of the D value (Figure 6.10). This case needs additional log-reduction levels of 

1.12, 3.68, and 4.52 for 2.5 percentile, mean, and 97.5 percentile, respectively. The 

requirements for additional water treatment are lower than the base case. 

- Impact of unit of dose response model (ICC-PCR is 50 times more sensitive 

than ICC-qPCR) 

For the unit conversion by assuming the ratio of 1:50 of ICC-PCR: ICC-qPCR, the 

mean value of the AdVF yearly infection risk was 8.81x10-1 infection/person/year. 

This yearly risk is slightly different from that in the base case (without unit 

conversion) for the 2.5 percentile value. Then the impact of the D value on AdVF and 

RV risk assessment was shown in Figure 6.7. The requirements of additional water 

treatment were calculated as 3.12, 5.68, and 6.52 for 2.5 percentile, mean, and 97.5 

percentile, respectively, to achieve the safety guidance with 10-4 

infection/person/year. The additional water treatment requirement is lower than the 

base case significantly. 
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Figure 6.7: The additional water treatment needed to achieve 10-4 

infection/person/year for AdVF  
 
 
6.3.3.2 RV risk uncertainty analysis 
 
The uncertainty of RV risk in the reclaimed water also needs to consider the 

conversion of dose unit. For RV, the dose unit was converted from ICC-RT-PCR to 

FFU because the FFU is the unit of dose-response model in 6.2.3. The unit conversion 

is divided into 2 cases, the assumption of ICC-PCR is nearly equal to ICC-qPCR and 

the assumption of ICC-PCR is converted with a sensitivity of ICC-qPCR (1:500) as 

shown in Appendix E.  

- Impact on unit of dose response model (ICC-PCR is nearly equal to ICC-

qPCR) 

The mean value of the RV yearly infection risk was 2.85x10-1 infection/person/year. 

Moreover, the significant difference was found in the 2.5 and 97.5percentile mean and 

median values compared with those in the base case (without unit conversion of D). 

Then, the required additional log-reduction was calculated to see the impact of the D 

value (Figure 6.8). This case needs additional reduction greater than or equal to 1.15 

log10 of P2.5, 4.09 log10 of mean and 4.93 log10 of P97.5. The additional water 

treatment requirements are lower than the base case. 

 

 

AdVF base AdVF 
(kirr+µ)=0.19 
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- Impact on unit of dose response mode (ICC-PCR is 1000 times more sensitive 

than ICC-qPCR) 

After using the ratio for the unit conversion, the mean yearly infection risk of RV was 

9.93x10-1 infection/person/year. The significant difference was found for the 2.5 

Percentile value. Then, the additional log-reductions required were calculated to see 

the impact of the D value to achieve the safety guidance with 10-4 

infection/person/year of water consumers. This case needs 4.16 log10 of P2.5, 7.08 

log10 of mean and 7.94 log10 of P97.5. The additional water treatment requirements 

are slightly higher than the base case. 

	  
	  
Figure 6.8: the additional water treatment needed to achieve 10-4 infection/person/year 

for RV 
 
 

The uncertainty analysis demonstrated that the difference between the inactivation 

rates of AdVF 0.164 and 0.19 day-1 is not significant for the AdVF yearly risk 

assessment. However, an estimation of harmonized dose unit is needed to improve the 

accuracy of QMRA for AdVF and RV. In addition, the ratio of ICC-PCR to ICC-

qPCR is highly important and needs further research efforts.  

It is clear that the unit of D (Dose) affected the estimation of the yearly risk. 

However, the harmonized unit in this study obtained from the literature data, 

somehow, is different when it comes to the experimental condition. Accordingly, it 

can be pointed out that the comparison between the MPNIU by the ICC-PCR and 

RV base case RV MPNIU to  
FFU 

RV MPNIU to FFU 
with (1:500) 
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TCID50 or FFU of AdVF and RV should be further studied to improve the accuracy of 

the risk calculation model. 

6.4. Discussions about additional water treatment to achieve the viral 
acceptable risk  
The simple and compact processes with low energy consumption would appropriate 

options. One of simple processes is a disinfection unit (i.e., UV and chlorination) and 

a physical treatment unit (i.e., MF). The disinfection processes are really effective to 

inactivate viruses. The review of the disinfection units and microfiltration to eliminate 

adenovirus and rotavirus are shown in Table 6.7. In Japan, ozonation, chlorination, 

and UV radiation are usually selected for the disinfection of sewage (Japan Sewage 

Works Association, 2009).  

 

Table 6.7: Virus log10 reduction by UV, Chlorination, Ozonation and Microfiltration 
UV mJ/cm2 References 
Log 
reduction 

1 2 3 4 

AdVF 42 83 125 167 Hijnen (2009) 
RV 10 20 29 39 
Cl2 mg/L.min  
Log 
reduction  

1 2 3 4 4.5  

AdVF - 0.03(5˚C) 0.1 0.75 (5˚C)  Au (2004), Thurston-
Enriquez et al.(2003),  RV - 0.01~0.05 

(5˚C) 
 0.05(˚C) 0.1 (5˚C) 

MF Log reduction  
AdVF <1 Sato et al., 2011 
RV <1 
Ozonation   
AdVF 3.3 Japan Sewage Works 

Associarion, 2009 RV 5 
 
 
 
UV treatment is not effective for adenovirus because adenovirus is UV resistant. The 

data of UV inactivation dose for a required log inactivation by viruses is shown in 

Table 6.8. Based on additional water treatment requirement, the simple processes for 

the potable use of SAT effluent combination are considered. Log-reduction levels of 

simple disinfection units or combination units were calculated from literature data. 

The results were shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. 
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Table 6.8: UV inactivation dose for a required log inactivation by viruses 
Virus MIC required (log) 1 2 3 4 

DNA/RNA type Required UV dose (mJ.cm-2) 
Adenovirus type 2,15,40,41 Double strand DNA 42 83 125 167 
Adenovirus type 40 Double strand DNA 56 111 167 - 
Adenovirus (not type 40) Double strand DNA 25 50 - - 
Coxsackie virus B5 Single strand RNA 8 17 25 34 
Hepatitis A Single strand RNA 6 11 17 22 
Rotavirus SA-11 Double strand RNA 10 20 29 39 
MIC is mean inactivation capacity; the data obtained from Hijnen et al., 2006 and 
Microrisk (2006) 

 
Figure 6.9: Expected log10 reduction of AdVF after SAT by additional water treatment 
processes 
 
 
The practical case is in Case 1 with HRT 23 days still needed additional 8.07 log10 

reduction by water treatment and the best case simulation in Case 7 with HRT 183 

days required 2.47 log10 reduction for AdVF. However, the worst case (Case3) needed 

8.89 log10 reduction in additional water treatment. In Case 1, the uncertainly analysis 

of the unit conversion of virus was estimated, and for the control of AdVF in Case 1 

the additional water treatment level required was in the range of 4.52 to 8.07 log10 

reduction as shown in the grey area. Any single processes of MF, UV and 

chlorination cannot achieve this range of additional reduction. The combination of 

UV+O3+Cl2 or the UV*+Cl2* (high dose of UV ~ 167 mJ/cm2) can achieve the 

expected log10-reduction. From the literature data, the additional water treatments are 

not sufficient to inactivate AdVF in Case 3. However, the combination process of 

UV*+Cl2* have a high possibility to achieve the required log-reduction for AdVF. 
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Figure 6.10: Expected log10 reduction of RV after SAT by additional water treatment 
processes 
 

RV required additional water treatment of 7.20 log10 in Case 1, 8.10 log10 in Case 3, 

and 1.53 log10 in Case 7. The uncertainly analysis of the dose conversion unit was 

estimated as in AdVF in Case 1. The additional water treatment required was in the 

range of 4.93 to 7.20 log10 to achieve the viral safety guideline in Case1. As shown in 

Figure 6.9, only the combination processes of UV+Cl2, UV+Cl2+O3 and UV*+Cl2* 

can achieve the expected log-reduction of Case 1 range. The combination processes of 

UV+Cl2+O3 and UV*+Cl2* can achieve the expected log10 reduction in Case 3.  

 

The simple disinfection units such as UV treatment, chlorination and ozonation are 

suitable to apply after SAT system because they are simple and required small space.  

Recently, ozonation is widely used for drinking water and it is very effective to 

inactivate virus. However, ozonation costs are generally high in comparison with 

other disinfection techniques.  
Itoh et al. (2015) mentioned that the combination of SAT, UV treatment, and 

chlorination are suitable for virus inactivation. Chlorination can produce residual 

effect in distribution system that contributes to a higher level of microbial safety. This 

is a quite simple process, compared with conventional water treatment processes in 

Japan or advance oxidation processes (AOPs). In addition, for pathogen inactivation, 

virus, bacteria and protozoa should be inactivated by UV and chlorination. Recently, 

Cryptosporidium and Giadia polluted groundwater especially in Japan, so these 

pathogens should be treated by physical removal process such as MF and sand 
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filtration or UV treatment. However, it was confirmed that suspended solid (SS) of 

SAT effluent is sufficiently low and they do not need more removal in the SAT 

effluent. Therefore, the physical removal unit is not necessary in this case. Only 

disinfection is sufficient and UV disinfection is appropriate to inactivate these 

protozoa. 

Basically, bacteria and protozoa can be easily removed by the soil passage (Clancy 

and Stendahl, 1997; Au, 2004). It does not necessitate considering bacteria and 

protozoa in the SAT effluent. The only reason why Cryptosporidium and Giadia are 

concerned is because they can be polluted in groundwater. Hence, it is concluded that 

the combination of UV (high dose 167 mJ/cm2) and chlorination or the combination 

of ozonation, UV and chlorination can be effective to remove the pathogens after 

SAT system in this study.  

 6.5 Summary 
Adenovirus and rotavirus yearly infection risks in reclaimed water via SAT when 

implemented in the Katsura River Basin were estimated by QMRA. Although the 

viruses were eliminated by the SAT, the results of the virus infection risk assessment 

showed that SAT alone is still insufficient to ensure the human safety for drinking 

purposes. The main findings in this chapter can be summarized as the follows: 

- The SAT system implemented in the Katsura River basin is insufficient to 

remove the AdVF and the RV to achieve the acceptable yearly risk of 

infection (10-4 infection/person/year). 

- The Additional water treatment after the SAT is needed. The expected 

additional water treatment requirement calculation found that the practical 

case (case 1): 8.07 log10 of AdVF and 7.20 log10 of RV are required to 

achieve the acceptable level of 10-4 infection/person/year, the worst case 

(case 3): 8.89 of AdVF and 8.10 log10 of RV are required to achieve the 

acceptable level. The best case (case 7): 2.47 of AdVF and 1.53 log10 of 

RV are required to achieve the acceptable level.  

- The impact of the dose (D) unit affected the yearly infection risk 

estimation from the uncertainty analysis. 

- Chlorination and UV disinfection were selected to be a good combination 

in the additional treatment after SAT system. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 
The aims of this study are to simulate the virus concentration profile in the Katsura 

River Basin, where SAT was applied, and to perform the viral risk assessment of the 

water treated by the processes.  

According to the SAT treatment selected in this study, the virus concentration and its 

reduction during the treatment is significant. The first purposes of this study are to 

collect the virus concentrations in the SAT influent and to estimate virus reduction 

through SAT by using batch experiment and a pilot–scale plant. The second purposes 

of this study are to simulate the infectious virus output profile by the 2-dimensional 

virus transport model with advection-dispersion-irreversible removal- inactivation, 

and to evaluate the viral risk in the reclaimed water from all simulated outputs by 

using the QMRA.  Finally, the requirement of additional water treatment was 

suggested to overcome the multiple barriers and ensure the water is safe for 

consumption. The findings of the present study have provided valuable information 

on the virological control in the reclaimed water and its implementation in the actual 

land.  

The major findings in each chapter are described below: 

In Chapter 3, virus adsorption and inactivation experiments in batch mode were 

performed under various conditions (i.e., different temperature and soil type).  The 

major findings are summarized as follows: 

 

a) The removals of AdVF were 0.6 to 3.2 log10 in sand and 1.5 to 3.9 log in 

weathered granite soil. The removals of RV were 0.2 to 1.5 log10 in sand and 

0.8 to 2.4 in the weathered granite soil. 

b) Virus adsorption: AdVF has a higher potential to adsorb to the porous media 

(sand and weathered granite soil) than RV. Weathered granite soil adsorb 

more AdVF and RV than sand. 

c) The temperature between 4-37 ˚C had no significant effect on AdVF and RV 

adsorption and inactivation on sand and weathered granite soil at p>0.05. 
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d) The inactivation rate of AdVF in sand was 0.064 to 0.080 day-1 and the 

inactivation rate of RV in sand was 0.075 to 0.114 day-1. Moreover, the 

inactivation rate of AdVF in weathered granite soil was 0.062 to 0.075 day-1 

and the inactivation rate of RV in weathered granite soil was 0.091to 0.120 

day-1. 

e) Sand and weathered granite soil may protect the viruses from inactivation.  

 

In Chapter 4, the fate of viruses in a pilot-scale SAT sand column with a retention 

time of 1-month was studied to estimate the removal capacity of the viruses through 

the SAT. The important findings are described as follows: 

a) Infectious AdVF was more abundant than RV in the A2O effluent. AdVF 

concentration in the A2O water was 8x103 to 2x106 copies/L (mean 

2x105copies/L) and the infectious AdVF was 10 to 4x103 MPNIU/L (mean 

8x102 MPNIU/L). For RV in A2O water, the concentration was 2x103 to 

6x105 copies/L (mean 1x105 copies/L) and the infectious RV concentration 

was 22 to 73 MPNIU/L (mean 51 MPNIU/L) 

b) AdVF removal through SAT was 0.09 to 2.24 log10 (mean 0.72-log10) and RV 

removal was 0 to 1.45 log10 (mean 0.15-log10). 

c) AdVF reduction (removal and inactivation) in SAT was 1.28 to 2.03 log10 

(mean 1.88 log10) and RV reduction in SAT was 0.43 to 0.96 log10 (mean 0.70 

log10). 

d) DOC and temperature has no significant effect on AdVF and RV removal in 

SAT at p>0.05. 

 

In Chapter 5, the virus transport model was applied in the Katsura River Basin to 

simulate the virus reduction profile when the SAT was implemented there.  All input 

parameters collected from Chapters 3 and 4 have been used in a 2-dimensional 

advection dispersion and inactivation equation. The major findings are shown below: 

a) The AdVF and the RV irreversible removal coefficients were validated with 

one-dimensional transport model and the coefficients were well fit with 0.1 

day-1 and 0.07 day-1 for AdVF and RV, respectively. 

b) The most suitable case for implementation in the Katsura River Basin is case 1 

with 50 m of distance between the injection and abstraction point and 500 
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m3/day because the recovery of reclaimed water is appropriated and the HRT 

is approximately 23 days, which is acceptable to apply in a limited area such 

as Japan.  

c) The best-case of virus reduction is in case 7 with 200 m of distance between 

the injection and withdrawal point and 500 m3/day injection flow rate. The 

reduction efficiencies were 7.12 and 7.23 log10 of the AdVF and the RV, 

respectively. 

 

In Chapter 6, the viral risk of the reclaimed water was calculated by QMRA. The 

major findings from this chapter are highlighted below: 

a) The AdVF and RV risk in the reclaimed water treated by the SAT system are 

higher than the acceptable level, with 10-4 infection/person/year in all the 

simulation cases. 

b) The expected additional water treatment requirement (97.5 percentile) 

calculation found that the practical case (Case 1:HRT 23 days): 8.07 log10 of 

AdVF and 7.20 log10 of RV are required to achieve the acceptable level of 10-4 

infection/person/year, the worst case (Case 3:HRT 10 days): 8.89 of AdVF 

and 8.10 log10 of RV are required to achieve the acceptable level. The best 

case (Case 7:HRT 183 days): 2.47 of AdVF and 1.53 log10 of RV are required 

to achieve the acceptable level.  

c) Chlorination and UV disinfection was selected to be a good combination in the 

additional treatment after SAT system to inactivate AdVF and RV. 

 

In conclusions, this study indicated that the numerical transport model and viral risk 

model are very useful tools to make a decision of implementation of SAT system and 

additional treatment requirement after SAT system. The results showed that SAT with 

a short retention time is insufficient for the virus reduction and the combination of 

chlorination and UV disinfection is essential to ensure the reclaimed water safety after 

SAT system. 
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7.2 Future research  
This research has shed light on the control of the viral risk assessment in the 

reclaimed water by SAT.  

A future research should be structured as follows: 

 

1) To carry on the infectious virus detection, the ICC-qPCR is the one that 

should be used, instead of the ICC-PCR, because it is more sensitive than the 

ICC-PCR and it also can reduce the incubation time for infectious virus 

detection.  

2) It is better to use the inactivation coefficient from the pilot column plant. 

Thus, the higher volume for virus concentration or other higher virus recovery 

methods are required.  

3) The harmonized unit between new infectious virus detection techniques (such 

as ICC-PCR or ICC-qPCR) and old techniques (TCID50 and FFU) should be 

compared in the same experimental condition to improve the accuracy of the 

risk calculation. 
4) Other enteric viruses such as noroviruses should be studied in the same pattern 

of this study. 
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Appendix A 
The results of Adenovirus-40 and Rotativus-Wa strains kinetic adsorption on soils 

	  
	  
The virus concentrations go to equilibrium with in 10 minutes as shown in the figure 
above in the both case of AdVF and RV. 
 
 
 

Appendix A (II) 
 
The limit of detection of AdVF and RV in SAT effluent 
 
According to the MPN calculation, the lowest value in the MPN table is 3 MPN/100 
mL.  After harmnonizing the volume of virus inoculation with 720 µL, the calculation 
will change to 3 MPN/ 720 µL and the concentration of virus volume from 50 L to 2 
mL, should be divided by 25000,the recovery rate of the AdVF is 3.58% in average. 
Thus the calculation becomes 4.76 MPNIU/L of the AdVF. 
 
For the RV, the calculation method is the same but the recovery rate of the RV is 
2.5%. Since we started collecting the RV sample in September 2014. The limit of 
detection of the RV in the SAT effluent is 6.66 MPNIU/L. 
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Appendix B 
The Anova two factor test of virus inactivation experiment was used for statistic 
analysis. The Two-way ANOVA will test for the main effects of factor A or factor B. 
The effect of temperature between 4˚C to 37˚C with the virus inactivation was 
quantified by using the correlation of  ANOVA. The results are shown in the table 
bellow.  
AdVF statistic results 
The details calculation between the virus concentration in different time and 
temperature for A2O water with sand 
SUMMARY 
time (days) Count Sum Average Variance 

1 4 4 1 0 
3 4 4 1 0 
7 4 2.891666667 0.722916667 0.01046875 

14 4 1.934722222 0.483680556 0.027046521 
21 4 0.302638889 0.075659722 0.000292945 
28 4 0.386666667 0.096666667 4.44444E-05 
35 4 0.355 0.08875 0.000224769 
42 4 0.341666667 0.085416667 0.000361806 
49 4 0.246083333 0.061520833 0.000811742 

     Sand 4 9 3.9875 0.443055556 0.184898264 
Sand 15 9 3.675083333 0.408342593 0.162840853 
Sand 25 9 3.515555556 0.390617284 0.159183001 
Sand 37 9 3.280305556 0.364478395 0.173561008 

 
ANOVA analysis of AdVF inactivation in A2O water with sand 
ANOVA 

      Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows 5.355475991 8 0.669434499 181.7695051 1.45959E-19 2.355081495 
Columns 0.029363913 3 0.009787971 2.657697911 0.071207987 3.008786572 
Error 0.088389018 24 0.003682876 

   
       Total 5.473228922 35         

 
ANOVA analysis of AdVF inactivation in A2O water with weathered granite soil 
ANOVA 

      Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows 4.488004671 8 0.561000584 106.4514883 7.57571E-17 2.355081495 
Columns 0.07036792 3 0.010455973 2.450839 0.062707266 3.008786572 
Error 0.12648028 24 0.005270012 

   
       Total 4.684852871 35         
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ANOVA analysis of AdVF inactivation in only A2O water  
ANOVA 

      Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows 4.966349947 8 0.620793743 156.9727906 8.16891E-19 2.355081495 
Columns 0.031052485 3 0.010350828 2.617291849 0.074202042 3.008786572 
Error 0.094914856 24 0.003954786 

   
       Total 5.092317288 35         

 
The details calculation between the virus concentration in different time and 
temperature for A2O water with sand would select to describe. 
There are two null hypotheses: one for the rows and the other for the columns, 
The first rows is 
Ho: there is no significant different in yield between the virus concentration and the 
inactivation time. 
 
Since the p-value for the rows= 1.45E-9 < 0.05 or F = 181.76 >  F-crit = 2.35 we 
reject the null hypothesis, and so at the 95% level of confidence we conclude there is 
significant different in the yields by the different inactivation time. 
 
The null hypothesis for the column is  
Ho: there is no significant difference in yield between the virus concentration and the 
temperature 
Since the p-value for the rows= 0.07 > 0.05 or F = 2.65 <  F-crit = 3.01 we accept the 
null hypothesis, and so at the 95% level of confidence we conclude there is  no 
significant different in the yields by the different temperature of 4-37˚C. 
The others cases can be analysed by the same way like AdVF in sand as mentioned 
above. 

 
RV statistic results 

SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance 
1 4 4 1 0 
7 4 3.975 0.99375 0.00015625 

14 4 1.600555556 0.400138889 0.010217978 
21 4 0.391666667 0.097916667 0.000457485 
28 4 0.202222222 0.050555556 0.000744907 
35 4 0.2035 0.050875 0.002024729 

     Sand 4 6 2.791944444 0.465324074 0.19347276 
Sand 15 6 2.448888889 0.408148148 0.217848076 
Sand 25 6 2.619166667 0.436527778 0.210982554 
Sand 37 6 2.512944444 0.418824074 0.216865204 
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ANOVA analysis of RV inactivation in A2O water with sand 
ANOVA 

      Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows(day) 4.166278967 5 0.833255793 422.7721288 1.3946E-15 2.901294536 
Columns(temp) 0.011240045 3 0.003746682 1.900967919 0.172837686 3.287382108 
Error 0.029564004 15 0.001970934 

   
       Total 4.207083015 23         

 
ANOVA analysis of RV inactivation in A2O water with weathered granite soil 
ANOVA 

      Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows 4.400618673 5 0.880123735 305.2109215 1.56806E-14 2.901294536 
Columns 0.009646836 3 0.003215612 1.11511587 0.374059847 3.287382108 
Error 0.043254861 15 0.002883657 

   
       Total 4.45352037 23         

 
ANOVA analysis of RV inactivation in only A2O water  
ANOVA 

      Source of 
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows 3.157807804 4 0.789451951 39.06842201 8.64363E-07 3.259166727 
Columns 0.08526653 3 0.028422177 1.406557533 0.288845467 3.490294821 
Error 0.242482878 12 0.020206907 

   
       Total 3.485557212 19         

 
The conclusion of all results is that the temperature between 4˚C to 37˚C has no effect 
on the virus inactivation at the 95% level of confidence in both cases of AdVF and 
RV in sand, weathered granite soil and A2O water. However the time is significant 
for the virus inactivation at a 95% level of confidence in all cases of this study.  
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Appendix C 
 

1-D model code of AdVF transport in SAT 
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2-D model code of virus transport in Katsura River Basin 
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Appendix D 
AdVF simulation profile after 2-D transport model in Katsuragawa basin with 0.164 day-1 
reduction rate coefficient; I is the injection point, W is the withdrawal point.  

 

 
case 1 

 
           case 2     case 3 
A: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 500 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=25.1 MPNIU/L) 
B: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 1000 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=103.9 MPNIU/L) 
C: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 2000 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=188.9 MPNIU/L) 
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case 4 

 

  
  case 5            case 6 
 

 
D: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 500 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=0.49 MPNIU/L) 
E: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 1000 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=9.61 MPNIU/L) 
F: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 2000 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=52.6 MPNIU/L) 
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case 7 

     
             case 8                case 9 

 
G: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 500 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=0.000062 MPNIU/L) 
H: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 1000 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=0.031 MPNIU/L) 
I: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 2000 m3/day (I = 828 MPNIU/L, W=1.18 MPNIU/L) 
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RV simulation profile after 2D transport model in Katsuragawa basin with 0.168 day-1 

reduction rate coefficient; I is the injection point, W is the withdrawal point.   

 
case 1 

  
       case 2            case 3 

 
A: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 500 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=6.9 MPNIU/L) 
B: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 1000 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=20.54 MPNIU/L) 
C: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 2000 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=57.9 MPNIU/L) 
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case 4 

   
      case 5                      case 6 

 
D: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 500 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=0.42 MPNIU/L) 
E: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 1000 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=3.93 MPNIU/L) 
F: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 2000 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=13.3 MPNIU/L) 
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case 7 

 
             case 8             case 9 

 
G: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 500 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=0.00042 MPNIU/L) 
H: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 1000 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=0.056 MPNIU/L) 
I: the simulation in case1 with 50 meters between the injection and withdrawal point and the injection rate 
of 2000 m3/day (I = 103 MPNIU/L, W=0.85 MPNIU/L) 
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Appendix E 
 

The ratio of the virus detection between ICC-(RT)-qPCR and ICC-(RT)-PCR  
 
The ICC-PCR and ICC-qPCR was compared for AdVF and RV. 
 
The results of AdVF sensitivity between ICC-PCR and qPCR 
The ratio between ICC-PCR and ICC-qPCR of AdVF was calculated by the results as 
shown in Figure E1. The ICC-PCR result was calculated in MPNIU/µL with 2.3 
MPNIU/µL (3:0:0). However, the concentration detected by ICC-qPCR is 100 
copies/µL. Thus, the ratio between ICC-qPCR and ICC-PCR is approximately 1:50.  
 

 
Figure E1: the sensitivity of AdVF between ICC-PCR and ICC-qPCR 

 
The results of RV sensitivity between ICC-PCR and qPCR 
The ratio between ICC-RT-PCR and ICC-RT-qPCR of RV was calculated by the 
results as shown in Figure E2. The ICC-PCR result was calculated in MPNIU/µL with 
2.3 MPNIU/µL (3:0:0). However, the concentration detected by ICC-RT-qPCR is 
1000 copies/µL. Thus, the ratio between ICC-qPCR and ICC-PCR is approximately 
1:500.  

 
 

 
Figure E2: the sensitivity of RV between ICC-PCR and ICC-qPCR 
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